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3, Lodygina str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430034

+7 951 051 51 15
info@incrua.ru
incrua.ru

INCRUA is a brand of interior design items in
precious materials that inspire. A union of
natural stones from private collections and
human genius. Magic of natural minerals

and rare woods with a centuries-old history,
a true art of nature creatively framed by

craftsmen.
 

UNIPRICE LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website for a full

product catalogue with prices
Тel.: +7 951 051 51 15
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Slices of natural Brazilian agate are
an exquisite accessory to store

jewelry or to serve drinks

Epoxy resin Christmas decorations
with gems

 

Epoxy resin plateau encrusted with
natural minerals. For jewelry and

acessories storage

Private selection of natural minerals
includes exquisite home or office
interior design items perfect for

decoration or collecting
 

mailto:info@incrua.ru
http://www.incrua.ru/


Use QR code to view the
full range of services

EXPONENTA LLC

26A, Stanislavskogo str.,
Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia,
431448
+7 (8342)300-909
 info@sci-exp.ru

Exponenta is a scientific production
company that produces pilot chemicals for

various industries.
The scientific production company carries

out a wide range of research tasks and
chemical analysis of different objects: from

drinking water to organic materials.

Tel.: +7 (8342)300-909

The following products are manufactured and supplied by the company for the building
sector (manufacturers of dry building mixes, mortar, concrete):

-rheology agent REOLIN;
-hardening catalysts ACCELON;

-set retarders RETLINE;
-defoamers DEFLOCK;

-and other modifying agents. 
 

The following products are manufactured and supplied for the agricultural sector:
-silage and grain crushing preservatives and supplement feeds for cattle and poultry

AMILON; and
-grooming products for farm animals and cleaners for milk processing equipment

AGROCLEANER.
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TETACHEM LLC

Use QR code to view the
full range of services

26A, Stanislavskogo str., 
Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia, 
431448
+7 (8342)300-909
info@sci-exp.ru

TETACHEM LLC is a trading and industrial
company that produces and supplies

antiseptics for hands and surfaces, liquid
soap, distilled water, medical face masks,

medical gloves, and desinfectants, as well as
laboratory reagents, glassware, measuring
instruments, equipment, accessories and

devices.

Tel.: +7 (8342)300-909

Plambex liquid soap
(assorted)

Antibacterial lotion for hands and surfaces (antiseptic)
under Aseptal Derma+ brand

GOST 6709-72 
distilled water

5
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RUZPROMPRODUKT LLC

4A, Timiryazeva str., Ruzaevka,
Republic of Mordovia, 431441

+7 (83451)680-06
gendir-ruzpp@yandex.ru

The company produces and sells
ANTISEPTGOLD desinfectants. A unique

product composition has been developed by
the senior process engineers of the

company and the product quality has been
proven in the laboratories certified by the

Russian Federal Service for Surveillance on
Consumer Rights Protection and Human

Wellbeing.
Ruzpromprodukt LLC is the only Mordovian

manufacturer of desinfectants and
cosmetics that contain silver nanoparticles. 

Tel.: +7 (83451)680-06

Desinfectant Cosmetic lotion

Distilled water Antibacterial hand gel 
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ECOCITY LLC

11, Severo-Vostochnoye sh., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430031

+7 991 464 37 21
hgrm13@yandex.ru

The company produces economy class
household detergents.

Tel.: +7 991 464 37 21

Wide range of Karso household detergents.

7
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INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
SHAFIEV AIDAR FAILEVICH TM

"MOE MYLO"
21, Proletarskaya str., settl. Tat.
Tavla, Republic of Mordovia,
431535
+7 962 595 20 07
aidarshafiev@mail.ru
moe-mylo.ru

 The company is a manufacturer and
wholesale trader of natural TM "Moe Mylo"

soap made from tallow.

Tel.: +7 927 171 15 12

The main product, a natural 72% hard laundry bar soap, is manufactured in strict accordance
with GOST 30266-2017.

At the customer's request varieties of toilet soap can be manufactured. Manufacturing of soap
with customer's logo or any text is also available.
Weight – 100, 200, 300 g Products are certified.

Capacity – up to 10 thousand soap bars (200 g each) per month.
Composition: tallow, sodium hydroxide, water.
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-Paving bitumen
-Construction bitumen

-Roofing bitumen
 

128, Sevastopolskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430031

+7 (8342)777-898
info@mordovbitum.ru
mordovbitum.ru

MORDOVBITUM manufactures petroleum
bitumen from high quality raw products only

which ensure compliance of the bitumen
with all requirements of the existing GOSTs

and regulatory documents. 

MORDOVBITUM LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website for

a full product catalogue
with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)777-898
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mailto:info@mordovbitum.ru
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• peroxide XLPE cable compounds;
• halogen free HFFR compounds;

• self-regulating heating cable;
• general purpose industrial compounds

31, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 (8342)333-838
info@l-compaund.ru
l-compaund.ru

Lider-Compaund JSC is a manufacturer of
peroxide XLPE cable compounds. The scope
of the company's services includes design,
selection and supply of cables, conductors

and wiring.
 

LIDER-COMPAUND JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)333-838
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mailto:info@l-compaund.ru
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3, office 214, Lodygina str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 909 324 18 60
klyuchnikov@elementpro-fab.ru
elementpro-fab.ru

ElementPro PC LLC specializes in
processing and manufacturing of highly

filled or modified polymeric concentrates
(masterbatches) on the basis of

thermoplastics and thermoplastic
elastomers (PE, ABS, PS, PVC, PP, PA, PET,

PBT, PC, etc.) achieving a high degree of
dispersion in a polymer matrix, conducting

and antistatic compounds.

ELEMENTPRO PRODUCTION
CENTER LLC

Tel.: +7 909 324 18 60
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- Black carbon superconcentrates
-Tube compounds
-Cable compounds

-Conducting, antistatic compounds
-Design and selection of compound formulas

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

mailto:klyuchnikov@elementpro-fab.ru


3, Lodygina str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430034

+7 927 971 25 23
butnaru@cnnrm.ru
tk-fa.ru

Technology Company Functional Additives
LLC is a designer and manufacturer of
compounds for electrostatic protective

packaging and tare.
 

 TC FUNCTIONAL 
ADDITIVES LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)333-068
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-Conductive PP/ABS compound is designed for liquid composite molding of
electrostatic protective containers, trays, boxes, cabinets used for storage and

transportation of ESD-sensitive electronic components.
 

-Conductive HDP compound is designed for extrusion blow molding of electrostatic
protective cisterns, bottles, canisters used for storage and transportation of explosive or

highly flammable substances.
 
 
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



5, office 1, Promyshlennaya str.,
Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia,
431451
8-800-511-14-13
info@scomposites.ru
scomposites.ru

Structural composites LLC is a Russian
hi-tech company carrying out researches

into composite materials and
manufacturing polymer products

STRUCTURAL 
COMPOSITES LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: 8-800-511-14-13
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Sections
Round tube

 

Sections
Square tube

 

Sections
Rectangular tube

 

Structures
Soundproof fence

Structures
Level crossing

Structures
Farrowing crate 

bearing bar

Service platform for
Gazprom neft

Walkway Composite fence

mailto:info@scomposites.ru
http://scomposites.ru/


•fiberglass reinforcements
•basalt-plastic reinforcements

•special composite rods
•ties

•composite meshes

130A, Proletarskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 909 328 80 97
icobasis@gmail.com
ruarmatura.ru

Plant of composite materials is a
manufacturer of composite reinforcements.
The products are manufactured on the basis

of a unique technology, which allows to
stand out favorably both in price and quality

among most of competitors.
 

PLANT OF COMPOSITE
MATERIALS LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 909 328 80 97
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mailto:icobasis@gmail.com
http://ruarmatura.ru/


Zinc oxide

22, Aleksandrovskoye sh., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342)272-123
info@pk-bellit.ru
pk-bellit.ru

Zinc white
BCoM

GOST 202-84
 

Zinc white
Grade A

Spec. 20.30.21-001-12763691-2018
 

Zinc white
BC1

GOST 202-84
 

Zinc oxide
feed grade

Spec. 20.30.21-001-12763691-2018
 

Zinc white
BCMG

Spec. 20.30.21-001-12763691-2018
 

Zinc oxide Ch
GOST 10262-73

 

Bellit Manufacturing Complex Ltd. is one of
Russia’s leading manufacturers of zinc

oxide. The products of Bellit Manufacturing
Complex Ltd. have been successfully tested

at the majority of largest enterprises of
chemical, rubber, ceramic and oilfield service

industries.
 

BELLIT MANUFACTURING 
COMPLEX LTD

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)272-123
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3, Lodygina str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430034

+7 929 747 88 08 

The Technology Company develops and
manufactures a range of high quality

lubricants for firearms, machinery,
mechanisms and all types of metalwork for

both industrial and domestic use on the
basis of the advanced technologies.

 

TC FRICTION MODIFICATION
TECHNOLOGIES LLC

Tel.: +7 929 747 88 08
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Gun grease for cleaning, conservation
and maintenance, high adhesion,

indelibility. NANO PREMIUM

Gun grease for cleaning, conservation
and maintenance. NANO STANDART

 

Deep penetration grease, effective for
treating rusted and jammed threaded

joints for their further smooth
operation

Multi-purpose grease, recommended
for treating rusted-on chains, ropes,

locks, hinges for their smooth
operation



3, office 214, Lodygina str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 909 328 22 02
vestberg@cnnrm.ru
лембе.рф

Lembe LLC develops and manufactures
modern energy-saving heat-reflecting

coating paint based on acrylic binder and
vacuum filled microspheres.

 

LEMBE LLC

Tel.: +7 909 328 22 02
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The paint is designed for facade and
interior works in residential and

administrative buildings and unheated
premises (warehouses, sheds,

basements, balconies, etc.) Surface:
concrete, brick, plaster

The paint is designed for unprimed
metal surfaces, various pipelines,
cisterns, reservoirs and tanks with

high operating temperature. Surface:
unprimed metal of any form

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

mailto:vestberg@cnnrm.ru
https://xn--90ahbvg.xn--p1ai/


3, office 214, Lodygina str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 909 328 22 02
vestberg@cnnrm.ru
fors-rm.ru

The company develops and manufactures
anti-icing coatings (two-component systems

based on corrosion-resisting epoxy primer
and polyurethane enamel) that are widely
used by housing and communal services
and transport companies, as well as for
metal structures and industrial facilities.

TECHNOLOGY COMPANY 
ZHNF LLC

Tel.: +7 909 328 22 02
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Water-repellant anti-icing compositions are made from
fluoropolymer nanocomposite additives which, in addition to
hydrophobic properties, provide for mechanical strength and

durability of coatings, as well as long lasting surface protection
from corrosion and ice formation

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



11, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, Republic
of Mordovia, 430030

+7 (8342) 291-945, 291-992
info@akracom.ru
akracom.ru

The company is a manufacturer of acrylic
paints and primers. Quality warranty and

durability for over 10 years.

AKRACOM LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342) 291-945, 291-992
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The product range includes:
-Exterior paints for all surface types.

-Floor-to-ceiling interior paints.
-Roof paints (slate, metal, zinc coating, etc.)

-Paints for concrete (floors, fences, etc.)
-Paints for metal.

-Bio-enamel paints (water-based) for hospitals, kindergartens,
schools and chemically treated surfaces.

 Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



112b, Sovetskaya str., Povodimovo
settlement, Dubenki Region, Republic
of Mordovia, 431774
+7 495 961 00 99
info@dekoterm.ru
dekoterm.ru

DEKO Scientific Industrial Enterprise is one
of the leading Russian manufacturers of

high quality flame retardant and corrosion
resistant compositions under trademarks

DEKOTERM and DEKO which are widely used
in the construction and industrial sectors.

 

DEKO LLC

Tel.: +7 495 961 00 99
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DEKOTERM - Single-component intumescent-type water-based acrylic paint.
DEKOTERM-BETON - Single-component intumescent-type water-based system that can be applied to load-

bearing and building envelope concrete and reinforced concrete structures.
DEKOTERM-KOP - Flame-retardant single-component thick-layer structural coating based on a combination

of thermally insulating and intumescent systems.
DEKOTERM-R - Single-component intumescent-type paint based on an organic solvent.

DEKOTERM-KHROM-R - Single-component intumescent-type paint based on an organic solvent.
DEKOTERM-TIR - Coating used as a thermally insulating layer for two-component structural systems

DEKOTERM-KOP-R and DEKOTERM-KHROM-KOP-R.
Dekoterm-KOP-KHROM-R - Structural system of flame retardant coatings based on a consecutive

combination of organosoluble materials DEKOTERM-TIR and DEKOTERM-KHROM-R.
DEKOTERM-EPOXY - Weatherproof two-component anti-corrosion flame retardant coating with an epoxy

base.
DEKOLAK-UNIVERSAL - Single-component base coating is a quick-drying system consisting of pigments

and fillers in modified alkyd varnish.
And others

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

ИННОВАЦИИ



The Company manufactures the wood coloring agents:
•Wax oils, colorants;
•Natural wood oils;

•Care and cleaning products;
•Wood antiseptics and bleachers;

•Flame-retardant coating for wood;
•Acrylic sealant "Teply shov".

14, 2-ya Promyshlennaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 800 511 76 04
sales@sigmacolor.ru
sigmapluss.ru, sigmacolor.ru

The Company manufactures the
preparations that:

• improve performance of agricultural
producers and quality of their products;

• contain microelements for plant fertilizing. 
Agricultural preparations are manufactured

under Sigma Agro brand.
 

SIGMA-PLUS GC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 800 511 76 04
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•Comprehensive additives for:
-meat processing,

-chilled meat treatment,
-fish processing,
-milk processing;

 
•Industrial antiseptic SANPRO;

•POOL PROTECTION for swimming pools.

7, Tsentralnaya str., Saransk, Republic
of Mordovia, 430006

+7 987 992 00 02
gk-konstanta@mail.ru
gk-konstanta.ru

The Company manufactures
comprehensive food additives and

processing aids for efficient prevention of
growth of harmful microorganisms in food

for food processing, public catering
facilities and agricultural sector.

 

KONSTANTA GC LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 987 992 00 02
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3, office 204, Lodygina str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 (8342)360-101
sale@tk-biotech.ru
tk-biotech.ru

TC BIOTECH LLC specializes in development
and industrial manufacturing of agricultural

bio-products. The main objective is to
improve economic performance of

agricultural producers due to
implementation of innovative

biotechnologies.

TECHNOLOGY COMPANY
BIOTECH LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)360-101

23

Rizo-S biological fungicide with growth
stimulating effect Vivant inoculant for soybean seeds

 

Avast aftermath residue
decomposer

 

SilaKol biological
conservant

 

Lactoplan probiotic feed
supplement

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



BeneFIT - complex preparation consisting of 109 CFU yeast cells and 2x1010 CFU lactobacillus per
1 g of the product, malt sprout cellulose as a main substrate and additives.

The product is supplied in 20 kg kraft paper bags - for agricultural companies and 300 and 500 g
cans - for small farms and domestic use.

1, Stanislavskogo str., Ruzaevka,
Republic of Mordovia, 431448

+7 (8342)565-533
info@npo-pmb.ru
npo-pmb.ru

The enterprise manufactures microbial feed
supplements for farm animals and pets and
plant protection agents. BeneFIT - microbial
plant growth and development regulator with

a pronounced anti-stress and anti-
pathogenic effect.

 
 

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION
ENTERPRISE INDUSTRIAL

MICROBIOLOGY LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 951 051 55 33 
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Microbial ferment is used
for silaging and feed

preservation.

Microbial fungicide is used to
protect plants from fungoid
and bacterial diseases with

with growth stimulating effect.

Microbial inoculant activates
and stabilizes nodulation.



15a, Vasenko str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430030

+7 (8342)380-368
biohimic@biohimic.ru
promo-med.ru

Biokhimik plant is one of the oldest Russian
enterprises actively engaged in resolving the

most important tasks of ensuring the
national drug safety.

BIOKHIMIK JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)380-368

Antiviral drug
 

Chondroprotective drug

Ointment for topical
application

Combination weight loss drug
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128/4, Sevastopolskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430031

+7 (8342)560-126
info@plyterra.ru
plyterra.ru

Plyterra JSC is a reliable birch plywood
manufacturer which has gained the trust of
customers in more than 70 countries. The
product range includes FC and FSF grade

birch plywood and phenolic or melamine film
faced plywood with anti-slip or smooth

surface.

PLYTERRA JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342)560-266

Plyterra BirchExterior - high quality birch
plywood

Plyterra Color is manufactured from FSF
grade birch plywood

Plyterra Deck film faced
plywood

Plyterra Antislip - phenolic or melamine
film faced birch plywood

26

mailto:info@plyterra.ru
http://www.plyterra.ru/


WOODWORKING INDUSTRY. TIMBER, PALLETS, 
PLYWOOD, ETC.

 

Ardatov Forest Farm LLC, 2, Pridorozhnaya str.,
Oktyabrskiy settlement, Ardatov Region, RM
Tel.: +7(83431)25-367, e-mail: ardatov.les@mail.ru 

Timber Company Virjava LLC, 1, Novaya str., Barashevo
settlement, Tengushevo Region, RM, Tel.: +7(83446)27-
324, e-mail: lpkvirjava@mail.ru 

Vysha Woodworking Plant LLC, 24, Rabochaya str.,
Vysha settlement, Zubova Polyana Region, RM, Tel.:
+7(83458)38-171,
e-mail: vyshinskiidok@yandex.ru

MRK LLC, 13v, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, RM,
Tel.: +7(8342)333-728, e-mail: mrk-rm@mail.ru

Shatskiy Timber Industry Enterprise JSC, 6, Rabochaya
str., Umet settlement, Zubova Polyana Region, RM,
Tel.: +7(49147)27-334, e-mail: les7334@mail.ru

Bodit LLC, 1, Naumova str., Kadoshkino settlement,
Kadoshkino Region, RM,
e-mail: trokhinb@mail.ru, e-mail: mosikovi@mail.ru

Interline LLC, 19, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str., Saransk, RM,
Tel.: +7(8342)271-059, e-mail: interline-2018@mail.ru
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Managing Company Liga LLC, 9, Sovetskaya str.,
Saransk, RM Tel.: +7(961)9081215,
e-mail: oooukliga@mail.ru

Interline LLC, 19, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str., Saransk, RM,
Tel.: +7(8342)271-059, e-mail: interline-2018@mail.ru

mailto:ardatov.les@mail.ru
mailto:lpkvirjava@mail.ru
mailto:vyshinskiidok@yandex.ru
mailto:mrk-rm@mail.ru
mailto:les7334@mail.ru
mailto:trokhinb@mail.ru
mailto:mosikovi@mail.ru
mailto:interline-2018@mail.ru
mailto:oooukliga@mail.ru


33, Energeticheskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342) 295-000
orimex@orimex.ru
orimex.ru

ORIMEX factory is the only Russian serial
manufacturer of solid oak dining groups

 

ORIMEX LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342) 295-000, ext. 732
+7 927 186 73 50

Kraft table 210 х 95 cm
Tabletop - furniture board

coated with oak paint. Solid
oak facing on the edges.

Legs - solid oak.

Vegas table 92 х 87 cm
Tabletop - furniture board

coated with oak paint. Solid
oak facing on the edges.

Legs - solid oak.

Orlando table 160
(190/220) х 90 cm

Tabletop - porcelain
stoneware. Legs - solid oak.

Kraft chair 46 х 54 х 97 cm
Chair carcass and seat -

solid oak. Cushioned seat
design is available.

Vegas chair 49 х 53 х 83 cm
Chair carcass - solid oak.

Hard seat design is
available.

Orlando chair 
47 х 59 х 88 cm

Backrest and seat - curved
plywood, foam, textile. 

360 degree swivel.
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Institutions within jurisdiction of the
Directorate of the Federal Penitentiary
Service of Russia for the Republic of

Mordovia have the sites to manufacture a
wide range of cabinetry.

 

12, Kosareva str., Yavas settlement,
Zubova Polyana Region, Republic of
Mordovia, 431160
+7 (83457) 227-04
ufsinrm@yandex.ru

DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL
PENITENTIARY SERVICE OF RUSSIA
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF MORDOVIA

Tel.: +7 (83457) 227-04
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Desk (1400х700х750 mm)
22 mm laminated chip board

tabletop, 2 mm edge

Blackboard drawer unit
(1270х260х760 mm)

16 mm laminated chip board
carcass, 2 mm and 0.4 mm 

PVC edge

Mobile drawer unit
(400х500х550 mm)

22 mm laminated chip board
top, 2 mm PVC edge, three

drawers

Half-open wide cabinet
(854х450х2010 mm)

Cabinet carcass and shelves 
are made from laminated chip 

board

Blackboard drawer unit
(1270х260х760 mm)

16 mm laminated chip board
carcass, 2 mm and 0.4 mm 

PVC edge 
 

Mobile drawer unit
(400х500х550 mm)

22 mm laminated chip board
top, 2 mm PVC edge 16 mm
laminated chip board details



Manufacturer of different styles of
furniture. The product range includes:

ready-built kitchens, walk-in wardrobes,
furniture for children's rooms and

bedrooms, hall furniture sets, sliding door
wardrobes, office furniture, beds.

 

Chkalova str., Pushkino settlement,
urban district Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430903
+7 927 276 41 60
nikit-bannoof@yandex.ru

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR BANNOV
NIKITA ALEKSEEVICH "BK-MEBEL"

Tel.: +7 927 276 41 60

30

Different styles of furniture

mailto:nikit-bannoof@yandex.ru


Manufacturer of cabinetry. The product
range includes: ready-built kitchens, walk-in

wardrobes, furniture for children's rooms
and bedrooms, hall furniture sets, sliding

door wardrobes, office furniture, beds.
 

3, Lesnaya str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430030

+7 962 591 14 13
aleksei.nushkin@yandex.ru

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
NUSHKIN ALEKSEY GENNADEVICH

Tel.: +7 962 591 14 13

31

Ready-built kitchen.
Laminated chip board (water-proof) casing, 

AGT facades, Hettich fittings,
tabletop by Kedr company

Student's desk.
Laminated chip board, MDF facades, 

GVT fittings

Sliding door wardrobe.
Laminated chip board (25 mm), mirror with a

sandblasted pattern
 

Ready-built kitchen.
Plastic facades, Blum fittings

 



9, Vasenko str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430030

+7 929 747 59 00
obivka13@yandex.ru
obivka13.ru

Upholstery manufacturing and refinishing
(reupholstering). The Atelier manufactures

home, office and food outlet upholstery.
Manufacturing of upholstery by scetches or
designs of any complexity and dimensions.

Product range: sofas, armchairs, chairs, beds,
tuffets, soft wall panels.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 927 276 71 80

KULAGIN & PARTNERS
UPHOLSTERY ATELIER

Three seater sofa
Jack/Konyshev

Armchair Doly/KonyshevChair Dean/Konyshev

Bed Monk 
180/Konyshev
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15А, Severo-Vostochnoye shosse,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 987 699 35 01
gerasinatatyana@mail.ru

Manufacturer of premium furniture from noble
wood and natural materials.

The product range includes armchairs, sofas,
beds. Gorbunov Mebel TM

 

Tel.: +7 987 699 35 01

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
GERASINA TATIANA NIKOLAEVNA

BAKARA armchair (90х80х86 cm)
Solid black Far East ash tree, cow skin,

brass, down, feather
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ASVAD armchair (90х80х86 cm)
Solid black Far East ash tree, 3,5-4 mm

leather, brass, down, feather

KHISAN armchair (90х80х86 cm)
Solid black Far East ash tree, 3,5-4 mm

leather, brass, down, feather

NABI armchair (81х65х83 cm)
Solid beech, Gold velour, PU foam, brass

 



•kids groups;
•table and chair sets;

•for different ages;
•easel desk (convertible);

•height-adjustable tables and chairs.
 

1, Promyshlenny proezd, Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 951 052 45 48
info@techkids.ru
tdtechkids.ru

Tech Kids LLC is a manufacturer of furniture
and products for kids.

 

TECH KIDS LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 951 052 45 48
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FURNITURE 35

Progress LLC, 7, L. Tolstogo str., Ruzaevka, RM. Tel.:
+7(927)1966026, e-mail: ruz_konst@mail.ru,
web: mebelrost.ru
Cabinetry.

Formula mebeli LLC, 60a, Volodarskogo str.,
Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(937)6710011, e-mail: mv24@mail.ru.
Cabinetry.

Vesta LLC, 10, Titova str., Saransk, RM. Tel.:
+7(8342)291-828,
e-mail: vesta-zakaz@mail.ru, web: mebel-vesta.ru.
Cabinetry.

DriaDa/Individual EntrepreneurDudoladov D.V., Saransk,
RM. Tel.: +7(927)1833800, e-mail:
denis.dudoladov@yandex.ru, web: дриада13.рф.
Cabinetry.

103 Arsenal OJSC, 35, Mordovskaya str., Saransk, RM
Tel.: +7(8342)380-495,
e-mail: 103arsenal@moris.ru, web: 103arsenal.ru.
Manufacturer of furniture and equipment for
kindergartens, schools, healthcare providers, cafes,
bars, restaurants, military units, enterprises, offices and
urban land improvement.

mailto:ruz_konst@mail.ru
mailto:mv24@mail.ru
mailto:vesta-zakaz@mail.ru
mailto:denis.dudoladov@yandex.ru
mailto:103arsenal@moris.ru


32, Vasenko str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430011

+7 951 050 86 00
zakaz@luxerywood.ru
luxerywood.ru

LUXERYWOOD manufactures relief wooden
wall clocks and maps. Branding of

corporate gifts is available. Bathymetrical
clocks and maps show underwater features

and take shapes of real water areas.
 

LUXERYWOOD

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 951 050 86 00

Relief (multilayered) wooden
clock Eastern Hemisphere.

Available size: 
30 cm, 40 cm, 50 cm.

Relief (multilayered) wooden
clock Arctic Ocean.

Available size: 
30 cm, 40 cm, 50 cm.

Relief (multilayered) wooden
clock Republic of Mordovia.

Available size: 
30 cm, 40 cm, 50 cm.

Relief wooden World Map
Robinson Projection Available
size: 81х43 cm, 115х60.6 cm
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3, Lodygina str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430034

+7 951 051 51 15
info@morwood.ru
morwood.ru

Bog oak is the most expensive and
precious type of wood in Russia weighed

in ounces. This rare and unique material is
as valuable and prestigious as precious

metals.
 

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
SALYAKAEV ARTUR

RUSLANOVICH

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Тel.: +7 951 051 51 15
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Go game set from
solid bog oak

 

Premium handmade pens will
become a gift inspiring to the
most courageous decisions

The noble bog oak used for the rack and the
planets made from natural materials are a

magic touch of past centuries

Handmade bottle basket
made from 2 thousand years

old solid bog oak



105 A, Sovetskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430005

+7 (8342)472-601, 477-255
newrostr@mail.ru
ростр.рф

ROSTR LLC specializes in manufacturing of
gifts and souvenirs using different technologies,

such as woodworking, flocking, silkscreening,
electroplating, UV-printing, laser marking, 3D

modelling

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 927 641 22 23

ROSTR LLC

Unique manufacturing of items from bog oak under 
Dubovaya palitra vekov trademark
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Chkalova str., Pushkino settlement,
urban district Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430903
+7 993 390 24 99
master13rm@yandex.ru

Manufacturing of kitchenware and
souvenirs from high quality oak under

sketches. Eco-friendly wooden kitchenware
is ideal for table setting at home or in a

luxury restaurant or bar.

DUBRAVA CREATIVE
STUDIO 

 

Tel.: +7 993 390 24 99
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Wooden souvenirs and kitchenware under any sketches provided by customers.
Logo or any other text can be inscribed.

Kitchenware coating: natural flax oil + bee wax
 
 Use QR code to go to the

manufacturer's website
for a full product

catalogue with prices



23, office 102, Petrova str.,
Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia,
431444
+7 953 028 55 06
info@foxwoodrus.ru
foxwoodrus.ru

Modern wooden kitchenware and accessories
workshop. Noble wood and permitted safe food

contact materials are used. The products are
designed by wood carvers who use the best
practices for hand work and modern wood

processing technology. 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 953 028 55 06

FOXWOODRUS LLC

Oak serving dip board with
three compartments for

sauces.

Large oak tray for serving
and eye-catching table

layout.

Oak napkin holder with
compartments for salt and

spices

Paper towel holder
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8, Osipenko str., Saransk, Republic
of Mordovia, 430007

+7 (8342)357-795
szki2000@yandex.ru
szki.site2018.ru

The plant manufactures and sells ceramic
bricks and stone. The products are

manufactured using the soft-mud forming
method.

The radiation and hygienic researches showed
that the ceramic bricks and stone can be used

in the industrial and civil construction, including
for medical and childcare facilities.

SARANSK CERAMIC PLANT
CJSC

Sales Department: +7 (8342)358-142

-GOST 530-2012 | KR-r-po 250x120x65 Ceramic course ordinary whole brick
-GOST 530-2012 | KR-r-po 250x120x65 Ceramic course ordinary whole brick | porosity 7%
-GOST 530-2012 | KR-r-pu 250x120x65 Ceramic course ordinary hollow brick | porosity 22%
-GOST 530-2012 | KR-r-po 250x120x88 Ceramic course thickened whole brick
-GOST 530-2012 | KR-r-po 250x120x88 Ceramic course thickened whole brick | porosity 7%
-GOST 530-2012 | KR-r-pu 250x120x88 Ceramic course thickened hollow brick | porosity 22%
-GOST 530-2012 | KM-r 250x120x140 Ceramic course stone
-GOST 530-2012 | KR-r-pu 250x120x65 Ceramic course ordinary hollow brick | porosity 22%
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17a, Stroiteley str., Elniki settlement,
Republic of Mordovia, 431370

+7 (495) 587 04 34
ostklinker@gmail.com
ostklinker.ru

Ost Klinker is a manufacturer of hand-formed
brick form different clay types which has unique
exterior and distinctive elements. It is suitable
for outdoor bricklaying due to brick properties.

Before entering the market all bricks are
inspected.

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (495)587 04 32

OST KLINKER LLC

Hand-formed brick
Ost Klinker DRAC BCNWDF

Size - 210x100x65
Format - WDF

Strength grade, М - M125,
Frost resistance, F - F50

Hand-formed brick
Ost Klinker GANIMED RNR

Size - 210x100x65
Format - WDF

Strength grade, М - M125
Frost resistance, F - F50,
Water sorption, % - 14%

Hand-formed brick
Ost Klinker ERIS RCW

Size - 210x100x65
Format - WDF

Strength grade, М - M125
Frost resistance, F - F50,
Water sorption, % - 14%

Hand-formed brick
Ost Klinker HOT WBR Size -

210x100x65
Format - WDF

Strength grade, М - M125
Frost resistance, F - F50,

Weight, kg - 2.4 kg

Black firebrick
Size - 230х113х65,

250х123х65
Strength grade, М - ShB-5
Weight, kg - 3.4 kg, 4,150
Brick type - fire resistant,

whole
Frost resistance, F - F50

Riegel brick Saturn
Size - 310х85х50

Format - Riegel Strength
grade, М - M200

Frost resistance, F - F100
Water sorption, % - 8%

Weight, kg - 2 kg
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35, Aleksandrovskoye sh., 
 Saransk, Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342)294-678
szlk2004@bk.ru
szlk-srn.ru

The plant manufactures ceramic hollow
brick with 3 side bevel with porosity up to

40% and frost resistance at least 100 cycles.
All products comply with GOST 530-2012.
The bricks manufactured by the plant have
perfect geometry and high grade thanks to
the cutting-edge process equipment and

high quality feedstock.
 

SARANSK PLANT OF LINING
BRICK LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)294-678

Ceramic brick
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77, 2-oy mikrorayon str., Dubenki settl.,
Dubenki Region, Republic of Mordovia,
431770
+7 800 350 59 79
infodkz@dkzstolz.ru
dkz-stolz.ru

The soft-mud process of brick moulding is
performed on the German automatic

process line by KELLER. The high-tech
equipment enables TM Magma to

manufacture the widest range of ceramics.

MAGMA KERAMIK LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 800 350 59 79

Ceramic ordinary hollow brick (250х120х65)
GOST 530-2012 lining

Strength grade: М150-175, porosity: 33-36%, frost resistance F100
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Course whole brick КR-r-po 250х120х65/1NF
GOST 530-2012

 

Stanislavskogo str., Kirzavod settl.,
Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia,
431448
+7 (83451)6-96-21
ruzki@inbox.ru
rzki-rm.ru

The plant has been manufacturing ceramic
course brick since 1985. All products

comply with GOST 530-2012. The certified
laboratory regularly tests compliance of
the products with GOST 530-2012 and of

the regulatory technical documents 
as well.

 

RUZAEVKA CERAMIC 
PLANT LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (83451)6-96-22
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73, Zavodskaya str., Turgenevo
industrial community, Ardatov
Region, Republic of Mordovia,
431890
+7 (83431)210-09, +7 800 550 9112
mirsveta@astz.ru
astz.ru

The product range of Ardatov Lighting Plant JSC
includes over 3000 lighting devices. It

manufactures spotlights for public, industrial,
specialized and outdoor use. The manufacturing

site is ISO 9001-2015 certified.
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales and Marketing Department +7 (83431) 210-48
Sales Director +7 (495) 139-64-99

ARDATOV LIGHTING 
PLANT JSC

DVO12 Universal
Spotlight for public spaces
Power 19, 25, 30, 38, 45, 56,
76 W, light output 129-133

lm/W
 

DSP47 Arsenal
Warehouse spotlight IP65,
U2, modules 80-110-150 W
х2, х3, 138 lm/W, 7 different

light distribution curves,
control 10В, DALI,

emergency switching unit 

DSP15 Fito
Phyto spotlight for

greenhouses
Power: 80, 120, 160 W

 

DKU64 Premier
Power 40,60, 90 W
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L-type CITY G
illumination system

 

T-type CITY T
illumination system

 



LIGHTING PLANT LLC

5 D, Lodygina str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430034

+7 (8342)333-008
info@zsp-lighting.ru
zsp-lighting.ru

ZSP LLC is a large manufacturer and
supplier of lighting products. The plant

manufactures spotlights for public,
industrial and outdoor use, air desinfecting
devices, illumination structures, DC power

supplies, LED modules, and emergency
power units.

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)372-711

Bactericidal air recirculator for air
disinfection

LED spotlights for public,
industrial and outdoor use
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Illumination structures. Products
of complex geometric shapes are

available thanks to the process
technology

DC power supplyLED module Emergency power unit



Automotive voltage 
regulators–designed to

maintain on-board car system
voltage within the specified

limits

12, Pionerskaya str., Yalga industrial
community, urban district Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430904
+7 (8342)253-591
orbitasvet1306@mail.ru
orbita.su

Orbita-Svet LLC is a Russian
manufacturer of automotive electronics

and lighting products.
 
 

ORBITA-SVET LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)254-668
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Limiting rectifier units–
designed to rectify three-phase

alternating current and 
limit voltage surge

Semiconductor rectifier units
and semiconductor power

modules–designed to rectify
three-phase alternating 

current

Electronic control gear for sodium lamps 
(EPRA DNaT)–designed to light and maintain

operation of sodium arc lamps (DNaT)
 

Electronic control gear for bactericidal lamps–
designed to power, light, and maintain operation

of gas-discharge UV lamps
 



468, Sovetskaya str., Insar,
Republic of Mordovia, 431430

+7 (8342)479-224
zakaz@xnn.ru
xnn.ru

Xenon LLC is one of the leading Russian
developers and manufacturers of lighting

devices, light sources and lighting electronics.
The company independently develops spotlights

for industrial, public and outdoor use.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)479-224

XENON LLC

DPO 18 LED and DPO 36 LED
 are used for general lighting 

of office, public and
administrative places
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OBRN01 Photon for air
desinfection in administrative,

public, industrial and other
crowded places

Sonet LED is used for general
and spot lighting of

administrative, public and 
utility places

Luxe 218 LED and Luxe 236
LED are used for general

lighting of industrial and other
places with increased

concentration of dust and
moisture

Master LED is used for accent
spot lighting of blackboards in

classrooms, mounts and
workplaces

Sport LED is used for general
lighting of public buildings,

sports facilities, warehouses,
locker rooms, auxiliary areas or

other places



5, building 25, Lodygina str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430034
+7 (8342)777-060
info@lisma.su
lisma.su

Lisma is the largest manufacturer of light
sources on the territory of Russia and CIS

countries. The product range includes over 300
items of lamps, such as sodium, metal halide,

mercury, fluorescent, halogen and
incandescent lamps of general and special

purpose.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Marketing Service: +7 (8342)777-060

LISMA SUE LLC

Aladdin Jet – 45 bactericidal recirculating
irradiator

Aladdin-19 bactericidal irradiator

FLAMINGO LED phyto spotlight

Lisma LismaModule M1 U 27W LED 
spotlight
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LODYGIN RESEARCH INSTITUTE
OF LIGHT SOURCES LLC

3, Lodygina str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430034

+7 (8342)333-386
mail@vniiis.su
vniiis.su

Lodygin Research Institute of Light
Sources LLC specializes in manufacturing
of lighting devices for medicine, aviation,
food, livestock farming, agriculture and
other areas of human life. The Institute

provides testing, measuring,
standardization and certification services

for lighting products.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales and Marketing Department +7 (8342)333-346

Incandescent lamps
Bactericidal and ultraviolet

radiation lamps
Erythema irradiators,
spotlights and lamps
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Innovative KDF01 ALLEYA
series composite park and

garden spotlights

Innovative KDF02 PARK
series composite park and

garden spotlights

Multipurpose smart Orion
series lighting poles



REFLUX-S LTD

12, bld. 1, Pionerskaya str., Yalga
industrial community, Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430904
+7 (8342)777-343
rs@reflux.ru
reflux.ru

Manufacturer of a wide range of gas
discharge sodium and metal halide lamps
and luminaires for street and greenhouse

lighting.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)777-343

Reflector, ellipsoid and tubular metal halide
gas-discharge 30-1000 W lamps for street

and industrial lighting
 

Reflector and tubular sodium gas-discharge
400 W, 600 W and 1000 W lamps for

greenhouse lighting

Reflector and tubular sodium gas-discharge
 70-250 W lamps for street lighting

Reflux ZhSP25М-600 and ZhSP25М-1000
greenhouse luminaires with two-phase ECG
ZhSP69-600 and ZhSP69-1000 for optimal

operation of DNaZ / Reflux lamps
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TRANSVET LLC

39 b, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 (8342)294-483
transvet1993@mail.ru
transvet13.com

Transvet designs and manufactures
transport light fixtures for railway and urban

motor and electric vehicles (buses,
trolleybuses, trams, metro, etc.).

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)294-483

MSD 10 W LED module for transfer of active
public transport to energy-saving and eco-

friendly LED lighting at minimum cost
 

LED light lines consist of separate modules
with built-in plastic spacers and internal

warning speakers are designed for ambient
interior lighting in public transport.

SPT 04-10 LED light fixture for lighting of
interiors and driver's cabs Energy-efficient,
impact-resistant and fireproof light fixture.

 

Light fixture for lighting vestibules, toilets,
service rooms of rail cars and suburban trains,

as well as main and auxiliary rooms of mail
and baggage cars.
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EKIS LLC

2a, Pskovskaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430009

+7 987 570 32 72
ekis.saransk@yandex.ru
ekis-saransk.ru

Electronic components and light sources
LLC is a small innovative company carrying

out researches into specialized LED light
sources and their power sources.

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 987 570 32 72

SDPZhL-ХХ MVCT.675000.001 TU LED projector lamp is designed for direct
replacement of PZh 50-500, Pzh 75-600, KGM 75-600 and KGM 110-600 lamps in

projectors of electric and diesel locomotives and electric trains
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1, Zavodskaya str., Kadoshkino
industrial community, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431900
+7 (83448)2-31-21
ketz@moris.ru
ketz13.narod.ru

The plant is a leading Russian manufacturer
of electromagnetic control gears (EmPRA)

and agricultural spotlights. The plant
integrates all types of full closed cycles of
production manufacturing, including own
laboratory which carries out lighting and

electrical testings.
 

KADOSHKINO ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PLANT JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (83448)2-31-21

GALAD Everest LED
spotlights

 

Control gears (PRA)
Greenhouse lighting (ZhSP22,

ZhSP30, ZhSP38, ZhSP55,
GALAD Twin Phyto LED)

GALAD Pobeda LED, GALAD
Viktoria LED, GALAD Triumf

LED spotlights

GALAD Ural LED spotlights
 

GALAD Nakhodka LED, 
GALAD Pyatachok LED, 

GALAD Blister LED spotlights
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15, Lodygina str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342)311-511
info@avanled.ru
avanled.ru

Saransk Research and Production
Company Svetotekhnika NPO LLC was

founded in 2021. The main activity is the
production of double-ended linear LED

lamps.
 

SVETOTEKHNIKA NPO LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)311-511

Double-ended linear LED lamps are designed for spotlights lighting offices, administrative
buildings, industrial and commercial facilities. The products can be used both instead of

luminous tubes in certain types of spotlights (with the connecting diagram modification) and
in new lighting devices. The lamp envelope is made from light glass. All lamps do not contain

mercury or other harmful substances and can be disposed as domestic waste. The light-
emitting diodes used in AVANLED lamps enable up to 125 lm/W luminous efficiency.
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• bactericidal lamps;
• greenhouse lighting;

• industrial and street lighting;
• lighting for digital projectors;

• stage lighting.

60, prem. 4, office 909, Bolshevistskaya
str., Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430005
+7 (8342)546-493
info@npfsvr.ru
etara.su

Lighting solutions NPF LLC is a large
manufacturer of light sources on the
territory of Russia and CIS countries.

 

LIGHTING SOLUTIONS 
NPF LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)546-493
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126, Proletarskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 (8342)240-367
spp@elvpr.ru
elvpr.ru

The largest Russian developer and
manufacturer of power electronics and

electricity converters for industry, energy
and transport sectors.

 

ELECTROVIPRYAMITEL PJSC

Sales Department +7 (8342)471-831

Power semiconductor 
modular-type devices

Converters for railway transport LV and HV frequency converters

Power semiconductor 
sealed- type devices
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20, Aleksandrovskoye shosse,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 (8342)294-909, 292-223
zsp@moris.ru
moris.ru/~zsp/

Closed JSC Electrovypryamitel-WST is a
full-cycle development, production and

service plant of power converter
equipment and a turnkey product

manufacturer. Over 70 types of power
sources, charging units, welding sets,

electroplaters and other products
represent the product range of the plant.

CLOSED JSC "ELECTROVYPRYAMITEL-
WORKS OF SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS"

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342)294-909, 292-223

VAKS rectifier units

TPS converters VAK rectifier units

VAKZ rectifier units
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3, Lodygina str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 927 979 00 30
info@elsic.pro
elsic.pro

Manufacturer of modern SiC electronic
component base for power electronics.

 
 

ELSIC LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 927 979 00 30

SiC MOSFET transistors
SiC Schottky diodes

 

ТО-247 С(2)/З(1)/И(3)
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Diesel power plant

16, Rabochaya str., Kovylkino,
Republic of Mordovia, 431350

+7 (83453)4-31-32
kemz@moris.ru
deskemz.ru

The plant manufactures radio equipment,
radar systems with power units, antenna

system components, container-type
stationary diesel power plants, mobile
diesel power plants, container units,

electrotechnical products, and guided-wave
devices (microwave devices).

KOVYLKINO ELECTROMECHANICAL
PLANT PJSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (83453)4-31-32

Guided-wave products

Container unit

Antenna system components
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Disinfection cabinet 

10, Pionerskaya str., Yalga industrial
community, Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430904
+7 (8342)253-626
med@szmo13.ru
szmo13.ru

The company manufactures disinfection
and sterilization equipment, stationary

and movable medical devices.
 

MEDOBORUDOVANIE JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342)253-659

Electrical automatic water
distilling apparatus

 

Steam sterilizer
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Recirculator

35, Likhacheva str., Saransk, Republic
of Mordovia, 430031

+7 (8342)551-155
diac@inbox.ru
diac.su

Diac manufactures and sells bactericidal
irradiators for air disinfection in medical,

preschool, school, industrial, public,
commercial and catering facilities.

DIAC LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)551-155

LED traffic lights
-single-section 100 mm SS1

-two-section 100 mm SS2
-three-section 100 mm SS3

Multipurpose light traffic sign
 

-Mobile traffic lights SM1-03
 

Controller of traffic lights set 
KS-03
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TM2 and TM3 piezoresistive pressure sensors –
a pressure meter component converting physical

value (pressure) into electric signal

12, Pionerskaya str., Yalga industrial
community, urban district Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430904
+7 (8342)254-688
info@orbita.su
orbita.su

Orbita JSC, a company with more than 
50 years of history, is a Russian

manufacturer of electronics for special
and civil needs.

 

ORBITA JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Chief Commercial Officer +7 (8342) 253-876
Head of Sales +7 (8342) 254-103

КТ-46 (Sot-23) small-outline devices of type
2D931АS9, КD931АS9, КRМ201АS9, 2DSh158,

КDSh158, 2DSh161, КDSh161, 2S1106, 2S2105 -
semiconductor rectifier devices used in civil and

special radio electronic equipment
 

AD6101, AD6102, AD6104, AD6108 GaAs devices
– rectifier diodes used in converter equipment

and HV impulse devices
 

КТD106А Darlington transistor (BU941
alternative) - semiconductor devices used in
automotive electronics and radio electronic

equipment
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39A, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430034
+7 (8342)272-212
nek@nekprom.ru
nekprom.ru

NEK LLC specializes in manufacturing of
electrotechnical equipment. The product
range includes: ground and submersible

electric motor control centres (DOL,
reduced-voltage starting, variable

frequency), well heating apparatus,
dynamic harmonic filters, AC charging

stations for NEK-31 electric vehicles, DC
charging stations for NEK-32 electric

vehicles.
 
 

OIL ELECTRONIC 
COMPANY LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)272-212, ext. 878

DOL and reduced-voltage start, variable frequency
control centres for start, control and 

protection of electric oil pumps.
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NEK-31 charging station designed for AC 
charging of electric vehicles. NEK-32 charging 

station designed for DC charging of electric 
vehicles. Charging of up to 3 vehicles simultaneously.

Extra services include laser cutting (metal
thickness up to 15 mm), sheet bending (metal

thickness up to 8 mm), metal welding,
sandblasting and powder coating.



Electric container units 
BK (UGP) 

4, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 (8342)798-902
main@saransktv.ru
saransktv.ru

Saransk television plant is a modern 
high-tech federal enterprise manufacturing

hardware cabines, antenna sections,
radioelectronic units and other
telecommunication equipment.

SARANSK TELEVISION 
PLANT JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342)790-838

Power-supply devices (EPU)

Server cabinet

Climate case
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The entire range of equipment, from lighting panels to automatic
transfer equipment:

-LV equipment
-metal cases

-wiring
-mailboxes

other metalware

16, Kirovskiy pereulok,
Krasnoslobodsk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431261
+7 (83443) 233-90, +7 960 338 18 18
info@ac-el.com
ac-el.com

 Aktiv-Elektro has many years of experience
in manufacturing of LV power distribution
equipment, power supply and commuting

equipment, cable devices for
communication, wiring accessories and

various metalware (postal equipment, cases
and cabines for electrical equipment, wiring).

AKTIV-ELEKTRO LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 917 997 18 18
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9, Vasenko str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430030

+7 (8342)296-518
spz@saranskpribor.ru
saranskpribor.ru

Currently the plant designs and
manufactures equipment for oil and gas,

nuclear, chemical, metal, machine-building,
food and utility sectors.

AKTIV-ELEKTRO LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)296-518

Pressure relay sensors
DEM-102S, DEM-105S,

DEM-202S

Temperature relay
sensors ТАМ-102,
ТАМ-103, DTPM-R

Medical panel 

Oxygen humidifier 
UKM-1

Differential pressure
gauge DSP-100 

Bellow sealed valves
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3, Lodygina str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 927 275 47 21
leaksense@cnnrm.ru

Leaksense LLC is an innovative technology
company. It designed an early leakage

detection system for registration of water,
steam, petroleum, acid solution leakages.

All products are certified.

LEAKSENSE LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)333-063
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Leaksense D110 wireless sensor
LoRaWAN 868 MHz communication channel

Communication range up to 5 km
Autonomous operation up to 3 years

Leakage registration interval from 2 sec

Leaksense D140 wired sensor
RS-485 (Modbus RTU) interfacing

Leakage registration interval from 2 sec
Solenoid valve and signaling device

switching option

Water leakage sensor
Registration of cable contact

with water and steam
Length 1 – 1200 m

Characteristics modification
interval 1-20 seconds

Heat insulation is available
 

Acid leakage sensor
Registration of cable contact

with water-based acids
Length 1 – 1200 m

Characteristics modification
interval 1-20 seconds

 

Petroleum leakage sensor
Registration of cable contact

with petroleum, including
petrol, diesel, oil, grease, etc.

Length 1 - 200 cm
Characteristics modification

interval 1-60 seconds
 



35, Novikova-Priboya str., Zubova
Polyana urban-type settlement,
Republic of Mordovia, 431110
+7 (83458)2-11-50
radiodet@moris.ru
radiodetal.moris.ru

Radiodetal OJSC is a manufacturer of
switching devices and fixtures. The main
products are LV fuses and fuse-links for

20 mA to 16 A currents. The new product
range includes switches and

electromagnetic relay for the automotive
sector and polyester batting.

RADIODETAL OJS

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (83458)2-19-80

Fuse-links VPT6, VPBБ6
 

Fuse link VP1-2

Fuse-link VP1-1
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• differential pressure level gauges;
• differential pressure gauge;

• liquid oxygen meter;
• pressure difference transducer;

• differential pressure gauges;
• pressure gauges;

• air pressure indicators.
 

117/2, Sovetskaya str., Saransk,
 Republic of Mordovia, 430005

+7 (8342)240-011
link@manometr-npc.ru
manometr-npc.ru

SPC Manometr LLC develops and
manufactures advanced pressure meters

for gas and liquid media.
 

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION 
CENTER MANOMETR LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)240-011
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• UV lamps;
• airplane lamps;

• controllers for UV lamps;
• bactericidal irradiators and recirculators;

• insect traps;

2A, Lugovaya str., Ruzaevka, Republic
of Mordovia, 431443

+7 (8342)546-141
info@uv-technology.ru
uv-technology.ru

UF TECHNOLOGY is a designer and
manufacturer of innovative lighting and

electrotechnical products. The UV lamps,
controllers and devices based on UV
efficacy are widely used in medicine,

utility, agriculture, industry, household and
many other sectors.

 

UF TECHNOLOGY LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)546-141
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Laser beam visualizers
 

3, office 205, Lodygina str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 (951) 343 17 02
info@phts.ru
phts.ru

Photonic Technology Systems LLC
manufactures educational photonics kits,

optical tables, clean areas, laboratory
furniture, laser beam visualizers and other
high-tech products. The company's goal is

to integrate the results of scientific and
educational activities in the field of

photonics and business.

PHOTONIC TECHNOLOGY 
SYSTEMS LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (951) 343 17 02
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Laser radiation screens
 

Optical tables and accessories
 

Laminar flow systems 
for optical tables

 

Educational kits on laser
physics, fiber optics, lighting

engineering
 



• phyto irradiator with adjustable emitted spectrum.
• phyto irradiator with constant emitted spectrum 

and mat screen.
 

3, Lodygina str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 927 188 65 63
info@agrofoton.ru
agrofoton.ru

Agrophotonics RM LLC manufactures
energy efficient LED phyto luminaires for

greenhouses with adjustable emitted
spectrum. The lighting systems are used
in greenhouses all year round or in winter
for cultivation of photophilous vegetable,

berry, seedling and flowers.

AGROPHOTONICS RM LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 927 188 65 63
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• transparent bendable LED screens for shop windows,
restaurants, shopping centers, motor shows;

• bendable LED screens for transport;
• portable LED screens (roll-up video);

• lighting fabric panels.
 

3, Lodygina str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 987 996 99 99
info@svetcom.com
svetcom.com

Svetcom LLC is an exclusive Russian
manufacturer of a cutting-edge lighting

technology - FLEXBRIGHT bendable LED
film. The main product of SVETCOM is

LED Foil bendable LED panel. Brightness,
light weight and high transparency have a

major advantage over traditional
solutions.

 

SVETCOM LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 987 996 99 99
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Fans
Cooling
Heating
Lighting

Climate air supply plants
Microclimate control stations

84A, Sadovaya str., Lukhovka industrial
community, Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430910
+7 (8342)229-154
agrokurs13@mail.ru
agrokurs.net

AgroKurs is a designer and manufacturer
of energy efficient lighting systems for
poultry farming. Currently the company

supplies the agricultural equipment market
with modern microclimate systems for
livestock farming, poultry farming, etc.

 

AGROKURS LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +79375103076
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OTHER ELECTROTECHNICAL PRODUCTS, DEVICES,
EQUIPMENT

GasKip LLC manufactures and sells control and
measurement instrumentation.
23, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str., Saransk, RM, 430034 Tel.:
+7 (8342)550-303, e-mail: info@gazkip.ru, 
web: газкип.рф
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Krasnoslobodsk Radio Plant OJSC manufactures and
sells control and measurement instrumentation. 35,
Kirovskiy pereulok, Krasnoslobodsk, RM, 431261. 
Tel.: +7 (83443)3-01-90, e-mail: oaokrz@yandex.ru

Saransk Branch of Scientific Research Institute of
Technical Physics and Automation JSC manufactures
instruments and equipment.
82, Rabochaya str., Saransk, RM, 430000. Tel.: +7
(8342)471-444, e-mail: TAAliullova@Greenatom.ru, 
web: niitfa.ru

Saransk Plant of Precision Instrument LLC manufactures
electronic devices and components, Zener diodes, pulse
diodes, avalanche diodes, strain gauges, diodes, coolers
for diodes and thyristors, etc. 111, Rabochaya str.,
Saransk, RM, 430003. Tel.: +7 (8342)242-490, 
e-mail: sztp@moris.ru, web: moris.ru/~sztp/

Electronic Technology Systems LLC manufactures
chargers, accumulator units, DC boards, uninterruptible
power supplies, current commutators, etc. 68, bld. 16,
prem. 514, Bolshevistskaya str., Saransk, RM, 430005.
Tel.: +7(917)6927761, e-mail: 1_egorich@mail.ru, 
web: mgu-elt.ru/index.html

STET LLC manufactures DC boards and charging
rectifiers.
100, Lenina pr-kt, Saransk, RM, 430003. Tel.: +7
(8342)223-036, e-mail: stet_saransk@mail.ru, 
web: stet13.ru

mailto:info@gazkip.ru
mailto:TAAliullova@Greenatom.ru


11 b, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 (8342)270-215
stanko@stanko.ru
stankо.ru

The company specializes in manufacturing
of rolling mills for various structural

shapes, tube rolling mills and press-forging
plants, metal molds for reinforced

concrete structures, equipment for cement
factories under construction, building
structures and oil and gas industry.

 

STANKOSTROITEL JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342)270-215

Rolling mills and other products
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12, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 902 233 14 92
gazoplazma@gmail.com
gazoplazma.com

Cylinder head crosspiece                             Hitachi bucket pin

Caterpillar arm hydraulic                        JCB travelling pump shaft
cylinder rod                         

Kubota pump components                   JBC pump cylinder block

before                       after                            before                       after

before                       after                            before                       after

before                       after                            before                       after

The company specializes in restoration of
metalware. It has over 10 years of experience
in repair of components and units of building,

agricultural, special-purpose and industrial
machinery.

Tel.: +7 902 233 14 92

GAZOPLAZMA/INDIVIDUAL
ENTREPRENEUR GALAEV V.V.

Factory metal hardness is preserved during component restoration.
 Flame spraying is used for metal coating.

 Manufacturing of components of any complexity, from 1 item to a batch, is available
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11D, office 206, Stroitelnaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430030
+7 927 175 66 12
info@13frez.ru
13frez.ru

13FREZ company is highly qualified specialists
performing all types of processing of metal,

polyamide, caprolon, polyurethane, fibreglass.
Product quality is guaranteed by many years of
experience and competence in metal and alloy

processing. Able to perform orders of any
complexity in a short time.

 

Tel.: +7 927 175 66 12

13FREZ LLC

The company offers high quality metal milling services,
including base metals, aluminium, brass, stainless steel, titan.
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Spinnerets are special moulds designed for a pultrusion line. 
They are moulds through which molten fiberglass is passed.
Spinnerets configure fiberglass profiles in a particular way.

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



17E, Oktyabrskaya str., Lukhovka
industrial community, urban district
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430910
+7 (8342)305-789
s305789@yandex.ru
нетизносу.рф

Khoboye pepo LLC is a repair shop. The
company specializes in repair of large
parts, including with the use of mobile

equipment, and manufacturing of spare
parts within the import substitution

programme.
 
 

KHOBOYE PEPO LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)305-789

Restoration of large parts and manufacturing of spare parts within the import substitution
programme
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82VERSTAKOFF

Professional industrial metal furniture and
storage systems.

Federal manufacturer of industrial metal
furniture and storage systems for

instruments, fittings and equipment (metal
benches, storage cabinets for tools, racks,

tool trolleys).
 
 
 

Manufacturing site is located in
Krasnoslobodsk.

+7 800 100 13 61
werstakoff.ru

+7(843) 500-60-05 Branch Director



MORDOVVTORSYRYE LLC

39, bld. 2, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342)270-733
mk@mkmvs.ru
mkmvs.ru

The metallurgical company is the largest
Russian processer of metal waste,

nonferrous waste and alloys, as well as a
manufacturer and exporter of aluminum

alloys. The company's production
capacities enable to perform all aluminum
recycling processes, from processing of

raw materials to manufacturing of a wide
range of high quality aluminium casting

alloys.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Commercial Service: +7 (8342)270-733 
(ext. 1848, 1823)

Aluminium casting alloys for economic needs
and export (АК5М2, АК12, АК12М2, АК9М2,

etc.), wrought aluminium alloys (ADO, AD1, D1,
etc.) complying with the requirements of the

Russian and international standards and
individual customer specifications.

 

Small-sized deoxidation aluminium ingots for
ferroalloy manufacturing

(АV 87, АV 91, АV 97)
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TD BTSM LLC/VTORTSVETMET
LLC

85, Rabochaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430003

+7 (8342) 24-10-57
vcm-saransk@mail.ru
vcm-saransk.ru

The company specializes in procurement,
recycling and sale of nonferrous scrap.

Today the main product manufactured by
Vtortsvetmet is secondary aluminium alloy

in the form of ingots and pyramids.
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Telephone: +7 (8342)241-154

Secondary aluminium alloys:
1.    Al-Si-Mg systems: АК7, АК7ch, АК9, etc.

2.    Al-Si-Cu systems: АК5М, АК5М2, АК9М2, etc.
3.    Deoxidizers: АV87, АV91, АV95.

Alloys are manufactured in the form of 12-15 kg ingot and pyramid with a maximum 
size of 50*50*30 mm.
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11b, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 800 550 62 60
info@promcentr-rm.ru
promteplopanel.ru, promcentr-rm.ru

The company is one of the largest
sandwich panel manufacturers in the Volga

Region. The product range of
Promyshlenny Center Group also includes:
corrugated sheet, metal lath fence, metal

siding, metal tile roofing, etc.
 
 

SZ PROMTEPLOPANEL LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Corrugated wall sheet
 

Sandwich Panels Sales Department: +7 (8342)270-239,
Other Products Sales Department: +7 (8342)270-240

Metal siding Flashing (shaped) 
elements

Triple-layer sandwich wall panel with mineral 
wool (basalt fiber) heat insulator

Triple-layer sandwich roof panel with mineral
wool (basalt fiber) heat insulator
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10, bld. 2, Titova str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 (8342)231-112
tzsar@pokroff.ru
sk.pokroff.ru

One of the largest Russian manufacturers
of roofing, fencing and facade materials.
The company manufactures and delivers
within 6 hours exclusive Venice metal tile
roofing, corrugated fence, facade and roof

sheets, metal lath fence, siding and
components.

POKROFF-SARANSK LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)243-281

Corrugated sheet S8
Manufactured with or without protective color

polymer coating. Ideal solution for facades,
fencing or temporary encroachments
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Corrugated sheet R20
Ideal solution for inclined roofing. Excellent

roofing protection. Suitable for roofing, facades
and fencing.

Corrugated sheet S21
Multipurpose corrugated sheet for roofing,

facades and fencing. Special profile geometry
additionally protects from snow and wind

exposure.

Venice metal tile roofing
Unique metal tile roofing with 3D edge cutting
and modern moisture removal system makes

roof more visually voluminous and reduces
leakage risk by 95%.



128, Sevastopolskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430031

+7 (8342)560-110
office@franz-kleine.ru
franz-kleine.ru

Franz Kleine manufactures and sells in Russia,
CIS countries and Europe: LS 16/LS 25 sugar

beet loaders, RL 200 self-propelled beet
loading-and-cleaning harvesters, SF 10-2 self-

propelled beet harvesters, as well as spare
parts for beef harvesting machinery.

FRANZ KLEINE LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)560-163

LS 16/LS 25 trailer loader

SF 10-2 self-propelled beet harvester
 

RL 200 self-propelled beet loading-and-
cleaning harvester
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23, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 (8342)271-001
SVent13@mail.ru
svent13.ru

SpetsVent LLC manufactures air ducts
and fittings for ventilation systems. The

company offers: design of ventilation
systems, manufacturing of rectangular

and round air ducts from galvanized steel,
T joints, nipples, clutches, couplings,

manifolds and many other products, as
well as non-standard products.

SPETSVENT LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)271-001

Rectangular air ducts

Non-standard products
 

Round air ducts
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 Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia,
431440

+7 (83451)6-53-75
ruzhim@rmrail.ru
rmrail.ru

The largest Russian manufacturer of freight
rolling stock, petrochemical and gas

equipment. The company is a member of RM
Rail Group.

 

RUZKHIMMASH JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 800 2010-700, ext. 292

Tank cars Boxcars, dump cars and gondolas

Hoppers Equipment for oil and gas, petroleum
and chemical industries
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22, Aleksandrovskoye sh., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342)790-305
vkm@rmrail.ru
rmrail.ru

The largest Russian foundry complex,
which specializes in the production of

castings for the railway, automotive, oil
and gas industries, over 500 products in

total.

VKM-STEEL LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 800 2010 700

Large car casting
Developments of inhouse

Engineering Center
 

Automotive casting Other castings
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Air reservoirs for railway air
brake system

 

9a, Pugacheva str., Insar, Insar Region,
Republic of Mordovia, 431430

+7 (83449)2-11-80
zavod@rmrail.ru
rmrail.ru

RM Rail Neon is a supplier of components
for railcar manufacturing and other

industries.

NEON JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (83449)2-11-80

Components for gondolas

Components for hoppers

Components for autoracks, etc.
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Vertical steel tank with fixed roof
(РВС)

 

3, Lodygina str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 (8342)333-499
mail@rvs.rmrail.ru
rmrail.ru

RM Rail RVS LLC is a manufacturer of
vertical steel tanks for the petrochemical,

food, transport and other sectors.

RM RAIL RVS LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)333-499

Vertical steel tank with
protective wall or ‘double wall

storage tank’ (РВСЗС)
 

Vertical steel tank with fixed
roof and pontoon (РВСП)

Vertical steel tank with floating
roof (РВСПк)
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10A, 2-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 (8342)270-022
manager@em-kat.ru
em-kat.ru

EM-KAT LLC specializes in manufacturing
of aluminium wire rod, aluminum alloys,

heat-resistant aluminum alloy wire rod and
ALTi5B1 alloy. 

EM-KAT LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342)270-030

Aluminium wire rod А5Е –
PТ,Т1,Т2 (GOST 13843-

2019)

Heat-resistant aluminum
alloy wire rod AZrK

KAC aluminum alloy
wire rod

AL59 aluminum alloy wire
rod

СvАК5 aluminum alloy
wire rod

ALTi5B1 alloy
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3C, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 (8342)480-928
sale@sarmatura.ru
sarmatura.ru

SARMAT LLC is a Russia-Spain joint-
venture enterprise that produces the spiral

fittings for fastening high-voltage wires
and optical power ground wires to the

overhead power lines.

SARMAT LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342)480-928

CTS helical dead end fitting is
employed to mount cables, wire

ropes and wires on anchor towers
of electrical transmission lines and

fiber-optic communication lines
with tensile load up to 660 kN

CSS helical suspension fitting is
employed for suspension of

cables, wire ropes and wires on
electrical transmission lines

and fiber-optic communication
lines

PRS, PDS, PCS repair, conecting,
jumper sleeves for repair,

protection and connection of wire
ropes and wires for electrical

transmission lines and fiber-optic
communication lines

GV, GV-(P) multi-frequency
vibration dampers for

protection of cables, wires and
wire ropes on electrical

transmission lines and fiber-
optic communication lines from

vibration
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3C, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 (8342)480-928
sip@sarmatura.ru
sarmatura.ru

SARMAT-EM LLC is a Russian
manufacturer of fittings designed for
installation, anchoring, interposing,

connection, branching and protection of
self-supporting insulated wires. All
products are manufactured on the

advanced high performance equipment
with the use of high quality materials. 

SARMAT-EM LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department +7 (8342)480-928

Interposing suspension
set ЕS-1500
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RA-25 wedge anchor

SARMAT-EM LLC is ready for joint projects and provision of aluminium casting services on CDC-250
aluminium pressure casting machine (max cast dimensions 350-400 mm, weight 2.3 kg), as well as for
manufacturing of plastic parts on the automatic molding machine (ТPА-110 dimensions 200-250mm,

weight 0.2kg; ТPА-250 dimensions 350-400 mm, weight 0.7 kg)

Ready for joint projects and provision of services

SIP-4 supporting fittings
to mount wires

Anchoring bracket for
wedge anchors



119, Pionerskaya str., Ruzaevka,
Republic of Mordovia, 431444

+7(3451)624-15
neftehgazmash@mail.ru
ngmrm.ru

Manufacturer of high-tech machinery,
machines, mechanisms and special

process equipment for petrochemical,
gas, machine-building industries, tank

containers for storage and transportation
of petroleum, components for car-
building industry and agricultural

machinery.

NPO NEFTECHGAZMASH LLC
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Commercial Department +7(3451)412-60

Special fire tanker ACS 18.0
(65222) based on Kamaz-

65222 chassis
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Three-axis sided grain trailer
Transported cargo 33 m2 

Vessel equipment

Transversal brake bar for
freight-car trucks of main

railway lines

Metal structures of any
complexity

Dump semi-trailer NGM 003
with carrying capacity 10 t



Quick-release valve system
SKB-1

1, Promyshlenny proezd, Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 (8342)471-869
dir.fkpsmz@yandex.ru
sarmz.ru

The plant specializes in manufacturing of
special-purpose machinery for the defence

industry and civilian products as well.

FEDERAL STATE-OWNED
ENTERPRISE SARANSK
MECHANICAL PLANT

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)471-869

Bicycle trailer

Process valves

Snowracer
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Membrane phase separator. Protection of
measuring instruments from aggressive

media
 

117/2, Sovetskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430005

+7 (8342)777-310
szmrm@mail.ru
szmrm.ru

NPO SZMI develops, manufactures and
promotes instumental equipment on the EEU

market. The products offered by the plant
are used in the chemical, petrochemical,
petroleum, metallurgical, food and gas

industries.
 

SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION
ASSOCIATION SARANSK
MECHANICAL PLANT LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)777-310, 222-779

Cooler.
Protection of measuring instruments from

high temperature media
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Open flange membrane separator (under
GOST, DIN, ANSI). Protection of measuring

instruments from aggressive media
 

Coupling hose.
Tubing. For measuring instrument installation

at a distance of main pipe
 



PTSZH-12 tractor trailer for liquids
 

15a, Rabochaya str., Lukhovka
industrial community, Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430008
+7 (8342)258-424
mam@oaomam.ru
oaomam.ru

The company manufactures tractor trailers
and semitrailers with the carrying capacity

of 2-23 tons, feed distributors, seeders,
grain loaders, seed reloaders, harrows,
watering and fire fighting trailers and

semitrailers, auto trailers.
 
 

MORDOVAGROMASH JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)258-424

PТS-15 dump tractor semitrailer
 

85080S-Е161PREMIUM dump
trailer
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• aluminium wire rod under GOST 13843-78;
• aluminium alloy wire rod Specs. 16-705.493-2006;

• AVE aluminium alloy wire rod under GOST 20967-75;
• 8 mm, 16 mm, 18 mm copper wire rod;

• quenched aluminium alloy wire rod exposed to natural aging under Specs
16-705.493-2006.

 

1, prem. 2, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 (8342)222-622, доб. 287
info@epromet.ru
epromet.ru

EPROMET LLC is a manufacturer of
aluminium and copper wire rod.

EPROMET LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)222-622
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• toroidal gas cylinders;
• gas cylinders;

• pressure vessel hydraulic test stands.
 

10, Pionerskaya str., Yalga industrial
community, Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430904
+7 (8342)253-442
sferagbo@mail.ru
rm-sfera.ru

Sfera LLC is a manufacturer of automobile
gas cylinders for liquefied hydrocarbon gas
and pressure vessel hydraulic test stands.

 

SFERA LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)253-442
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• disc harrow;
• spare parts for modernized disc harrows;

• road-building machinery;
• utility machinery;

• spare parts for excavating machinery;
• railway products.

1a, Zavodskaya str., Bolshaya Elkhovka
settl., Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
431503
+7 (8342)252-727
tdumz@mail.ru
dorozhnik.org

Dormash JSC is a manufacturer of tillage
machinery. Apart from agriculture, the
products are used as special-purpose

machinery by road, gas, energy,
construction, housing and utility services.

 

DORMASH LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)252-727
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• general trailers;
• boat trailers;

• commercial trailers;
• hydraulic cylinders;

• power take-off devices;
• control cocks;

 

11B, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 (8342)380-427
info@sstrm.ru
sstrm.ru

Trade House SaranskSpecTekhnika LLC is
a manufacturer of trailers. Another area of

the company's activity is manufacturing
and sale of spare parts and components
for agricultural machinery, dumpers and

dump units.
 

TRADE HOUSE
SARANSKSPECTEKHNIKA LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)380-427
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Agricultural facilities
Livestock breeding farms

Pig breeding farms
Cow barns

Poultry farms

2, office 7, Krylova str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430007

+7 (8342)331-969
corp@injstroys.ru
injstroys.ru

Buildings made from steel structures:
hangars, livestock breeding farms,

warehouses, workshops, logistic centers,
bunkers and silo towers, built-up beams,

variable section beams and welded
columns.

ENGSTROY-S LLC

Tel.: +79197811000

Warehouses
Logistic centers

Retail warehouses
Vegetable storehouse

Grain warehouse
 

Hangars:
Maintenance

Aviation
Machinery

Depots
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Shopping centers
Supermarkets

Pavilions
Stores
Cafe

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



Spare parts for EО-2621 and EО-2626
excavators based on MTZ/UMZ tractors

 

61, Rabochaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430005

+7 (8342)373-857
spectehno11@yandex.ru
с-техно.рф

Spetstekhno-S LLC manufactures and sells
spare parts for attachments to EО-2621

and EО-2626 excavators based on МТZ-80,
МТZ-82.1, UMZ-6АКМ-40 tractors.

 

SPETSTEKHNO-S LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)373-857

Manufacturing of metal structures and
small parts: cutting, assembling, welding.

Turning work.
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Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



Quick-release coupling

1 A, Mira str., Chamzinka industrial
community, Republic of Mordovia,
431700

+7 (83437)2-15-09
azc_plus@mail.ru
autozapchastplus.ru

Avtozapchast+ LLC manufactures and
sells spare parts.

 

AVTOZAPCHAST+ LLC

Tel.: +7 (83437)2-15-09
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Fittings and clutches for high-pressure
hoses

Pipe coupling, adaptors Hydraulics

Fittings and hoses for car
washes

Protection for high-pressure
hoses

High-pressure hoses



36a, Ruzaevskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430031

+7 (8342)558-513
line@hdcs.pro
hdcs.pro

Manufacturing of high-pressure hoses.
Repair of any type of hydraulics, overhaul
is also available for (frontload and forklift)

loaders, repair of hydraulic cylinders,
hydraulic pumps, hydraulic motors and

hydraulic distributors. The highly qualified
specialists of the company perform all

types of work of any degree of complexity.
The company has specialized equipment

and test benches for inspection and
testing of nodes

HYDRAULICS LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)558-513
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High-pressure hoses

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



Sanitation trucks
 

11, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 (8342)475-229
sbit@samosvalsaz.ru
volga.prom-rus.com/firm-6250/

The plant specializes in manufacturing of
special truck machinery (dump trucks,

semitrailer hauling rigs, truck vans,
sanitation trucks) and trailers to passenger

and cargo vehicles.

SARANSK PLANT OF DUMP
TRUCKS JSC

Tel.: +7 (8342)244-306

Trailers and semitrailers
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Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tractor trucks
 

Truck vans
 

http://volga.prom-rus.com/cat-kommynalnaya-tehnika/ochistnaya-i-yborochnaya-tehnika/15022/
http://volga.prom-rus.com/cat-transport/pricepi-polypricepi/15033/
http://volga.prom-rus.com/cat-kommynalnaya-tehnika/ochistnaya-i-yborochnaya-tehnika/15022/
http://volga.prom-rus.com/cat-kommynalnaya-tehnika/ochistnaya-i-yborochnaya-tehnika/15022/


Institutions within jurisdiction of the
Directorate of the Federal Penitentiary
Service of Russia for the Republic of

Mordovia have the equipment to
manufacture metalworking products

(metal doors, balustrade modules, metal
supports, barbed wire, razor wire, profiled

metal).

12, Kosareva str., Yavas settlement,
Zubova Polyana Region, Republic of
Mordovia, 431160
+7 (83457) 227-04
ufsinrm@yandex.ru

DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL
PENITENTIARY SERVICE OF RUSSIA
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF MORDOVIA

Tel.: +7 (83457) 227-04
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АКL 955 S
Lenght 20 m, weight 25 kg, made

from 0.5x20 mm galvanized
tape, wire 2.5 mm

Balustrade module 3000х3000
SR 60х5.0-St3

 

DUV-1 reinforced interior door
Size 2.065х990 mm, made from

2 mm steel sheet
 

Galvanized profiled metal
Thickness 0.7 mm, sheet width

1.05 m
 

Hot and cold forged fence Balustrade module
Length 3.085 m, width 1.5 m,
made from 5 mm galvanized

wire, galvanized steel ф 2 mm



3, Dzerzhinskogo str., Kovylkino,
Republic of Mordovia, 431350

+7 927 976 90 14
evgeniy_mkxp@mail.ru

Manufacturing of metal structures and
metalware. Consumer goods.

Entries and gates, metal doors, fencing,
canopies and sheds, greenhouses,

barbecues, porch swings, plant stands,
fireside sets and other metalware.

WORKSHOP OF FORGED AND WELDED
PRODUCTS OF INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR

BAYGUSHKINA E.A.

Tel.: +7 927 976 90 14

Forged and welded gates
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Canopies and sheds
 



Metal structures (windows, doors, sliding
systems, folding systems (accordion type),

center-hang systems, staircases,
balustrade systems)

84C, prem./office 11/201, Sovetskaya
str., Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430005
8 800 101 72 67
info@steklo-arh.ru
steklo-arh.ru

The company specializes in manufacturing
of modern translucent structures from
aluminium and steel. Thanks to its own
design bureau and advanced process
equipment Steklo v Arkhitekture LLC

creates objects of any complexity
according to customer specifications.

 

STEKLO 
V ARKHITEKTURE LLC

Tel.: +7 916 767 12 21

Glass structures (glass curtain, all-glass
partitions and balcony rails)
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Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Translucent aluminium structures (windows,
door, stained glass, facade systems,

partitions, lift and slide systems (portals),
folding systems (accordion type))

Translucent PVC structures (windows,
doors, balcony cases, parallel sliding

systems)



ZAVOD PROMMETIZDELIY LLC, 16, Kirovskiy pereulok,
Krasnoslobodsk, Krasnoslobodsk Region, Republic of
Mordovia, 431261.
Tel.: +7 (83443) 2-37-59, e-mail: 88344323759@mail.ru,
info53@werstakoff.ru, web: https://www.werstakoff.ru/

METAL STRUCTURES
 

NPO NeftechGazMash LLC, 119, Pionerskaya str.,
Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia, 431444
Tel.: +7 (83451) 6-24-15, e-mail:
neftehgazmash@mail.ru, web: https://ngmrm.ru/

Orbita Stroyproekt LLC, 12, Pionerskaya str., Yalga
industrial community, Saransk, Republic of Mordovia.
Tel.: +7 (8342) 25-41-69, e-mail: 254776@mail.ru

PARUSH LLC, 12, Pionerskaya str., Yalga industrial
community, Saransk, Republic of Mordovia.
Tel.: +7 (8342) 25-41-05, e-mail: ooo_parush@mail.ru
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mailto:info53@werstakoff.ru


Institutions within jurisdiction of the
Directorate of the Federal Penitentiary
Service of Russia for the Republic of

Mordovia have the equipment to
manufacture metalworking products

(hardscaping and products for outdoor
landscaping).

 

12, Kosareva str., Yavas settlement,
Zubova Polyana Region, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431160
+7 (83457) 227-04
ufsinrm@yandex.ru

DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL
PENITENTIARY SERVICE OF RUSSIA
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF MORDOVIA

Tel.: +7 (83457) 227-04
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length 1900,
width 450,
height 900

Range of park benches
Carcass: shaped tube 40*20*2

Seat: hardwood
Carcass coating: hammer enamel

Seat coating: preservation treatment, color: palisander

length 1900,
width 450,
height 900

 length 1900,
width 350,
height 450

 length 1900,
width 350,
height 450

Trash bin
Size: diameter - 200 mm, height - 400 mm

Trash bin material: 1 mm steel Rack material:
shaped tube 20*20*2 mm Coating: enamel

PF-115
-  green color bin

-  black color base

Trash bin
Bin material: hardwood

Rack material:
- 2 mm metal sheet

- shaped tube 15*15*1.5 mm
Coating: - carcass

-preservation treatment, color: palisander
base - black hammer enamel



1 A, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 927 276 33 16
koval.saransk@gmail.com
koval13.ru

Manufacturing of metal structures of any
complexity under TM "Koval". Hardscaping,
fences, gates, entrances, trash bins, artistic

metal structures, forged products, etc.

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR 
PARSHIN ANDREY ALEKSANDROVICH

ТTel.: +7 927 276 33 16
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Metal structures of any complexity

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



34, Vasenko str., Saransk,
 Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 962 592 02 77
s-komfort13@yandex.ru

The company's activity include
woodworking and manufacturing of

furniture, hardscaping, souvenirs, etc.

STROYKOMFORT S LLC

Tel.: +7 962 592 02 77
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Hardscaping of any complexity.



Chkalova str., Pushkino settlement,
urban district Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430903
+7 987 012 77 77
saransk3@yandex.ru

The company's activity includes
woodworking, metalworking, manufacturing
of different types of furniture, hardscaping,

souvenirs and other products under
Dubrava TM.

DUBRAVA/INDIVIDUAL
ENTREPRENEUR DEVAYKINA T.S.

Тel.: +7 987 012 77 77
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Hardscaping of any complexity, souvenirs, furniture and other
wooden and metal products.

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



building 7, Molochnyi proezd,
Romodanovo settl., 
Republic of Mordovia, 431600
+7 927 276 00 61
geometriyazabor@yandex.ru
geometriyazabor.ru

The company manufactures fencing,
hardscaping, garden houses, greenhouses,

park lamps and other metal structures.

GEOMETRIYA LLC

Tel.: +7 937 670 30 25
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Hardscaping of any complexity.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia,
431440

+7 987 572 83 85

Manufacturer of polygonal metal structures
and other art objects.

Any type of forms are available for order.

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
VASIN ANTON BORISOVICH

Tel.: +7 987 572 83 85
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Polygonal metal structures and other art objects



HARDSCAPING AND FENCING

Trade and Production Complex LLC, 28,
Krasnoarmeyskaya str., Saransk, RM.
Tel: +7(8342)293-694, e-mail: tpk13@list.ru, 
web: minpol.ru

Zhelezobeton LLC, 6, Aleksandrovskoye sh., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7 (8342)294-825, e-mail: aogb@yandex.ru, 
web: zbk2.org
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Kamtech LLC, 15, Severo-Vostochnoye sh., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(917)0055665, e-mail: kamtehrm@mail.ru, 
web: kamtex-saransk.business.site

Eurodecor LLC, 91, Lenina pr-kt, Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(953)0303407,
e-mail: pked1@mail.ru, web: pked.ru

Malaya arkhitektura LLC, 9c, 2-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, RM. Tel.: +7(8342)310-001, web: baza-zbi.ru

mailto:tpk13@list.ru


9, 2-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 (8342)777–593
penobeton13@mail.ru
penobeton13.ru

The company specializes in manufacturing
of reinforced concrete blocks and structures,

such as foamed concrete blocks, claydit
blocks, concrete well rings and reinforced
concrete lintels. The company also sells

associated products: cement, dry building
mixes, brick, claydite, etc.

 
 
 

PENOBETON LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sales Department: +7 927 190 01 71, +7 964 365 82 55

Foamed concrete blocks: 600-300-200 mm/
400-300-200 mm / 600-300-100 mm

 

Claydit blocks:
390-188-190 mm/390-188-290mm

Concrete well rings:
 КS10.9/КS8.9 with holes
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3, Aleksandrovskoye shosse, Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 987 010 24 69
mail@ecoblok13.ru
Ecoblok13.ru

The company has been manufacturing
woodcrete blocks from 2022. The

manufacturing method allows for straight-
edged blocks. The woodcrete blocks are

manufactured on the state-of-the-art
equipment by the woodcrete progenitors in

Russia - OKB Sfera. The automated
production line eliminates any manmade

defects and allows for serial manufacturing
of blocks of homogeneous quality.

TM ARBOLIT RM

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 987 010 24 69

Woodcrete blocks
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PB and PK hollow-core slabs of up
to 9 m length and 1.2 m and 1.5 m

width
 

4, Titova str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 (8342)474-040
zavod-gbk1@yandex.ru
zavod-gbk1.narod.ru

The products manufactured by the plant are
used for construction of buildings, bridges,

roads, social facilities and agricultural
facilities. The product range includes slabs
(paving, balcony, ribbed, floor), foundation
bearers, rings, staircases, piles, ducts, wall

panels, concrete, mortar, etc.
 

ZAVOD ZHBK-1 JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)474-040

FBS foundation basement wall
blocks

 

Driven solid and sectional piles
 

Lintels and bridge beams
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RUZAEVKA DSK LLC

21, Mira str., Ruzaevka, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431445

+7 (83451)681-36
ruzdsk@mail.ru
ruzdsk.ru

Ruzaevka Integrated House Building
Factory manufactures commercial

concrete and European quality reinforced
concrete products on the new generation

equipment.
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (83451) 6-81-36; 6-81-93

Bridge beams and lintels

Reinforced concrete piles Foundation blocks

Floor slabs
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ELEKTROOPORA-R LLC

48 A, Sushchinskogo str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 927 276 25 36
eo_d@mail.ru
elektroopora.ru

Elektroopora-R LLC is a manufacturer of
reinforced concrete poles, concrete grouts,

lightning rods, foundation blocks, etc.
 
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 927 175 47 10, +7 927 276 25 36

Lightning rods
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Reinforced concrete
extensions

Lintels

PK floor slabs Foundation blocks Piles



ZHELEZOBETON LLC

6, Aleksandrovskoye sh., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342)294-825
aogb@yandex.ru
zbk2.org

The largest manufacturer of reinforced
concrete products in the Republic of

Mordovia. The company manufactures high
quality reinforced concrete structures for

construction of modern multistorey blocks
of flats, cottages, commercial or industrial

buildings and structures. Currently the
company's product range includes 1500

reinforced concrete structures.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8342)294-825

Bridge beams and lintels

Reinforced concrete piles Foundation blocks

Floor slabs
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CONCRETE AND MORTAR

StroyBeton LLC, 35B, Likhacheva str., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(8342)302-045,
e-mail: moiseeva-ga@yandex.ru

NK-Beton LLC, 7C, Lodygina str., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(8342)333-150,
e-mail: nk-beton13@yandex.ru

Trade and Production Complex LLC, 28,
Krasnoarmeyskaya str., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(8342)293-694, e-mail: tpk13@list.ru

DSK-Beton LLC, 1 a, Titova str., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7 (8342) 33-39-62, e-mail: dsk-beton@mail.ru

SpetsBeton LLC, 10, Rossiyskaya str., Yalga industrial
community, Saransk, RM. Tel.: +7(8342)223-404,
e-mail: specbeton@mail.ru

StroyGarant LLC, 12, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(960)335-9802,
e-mail: beton_saransk@mail.ru

BetonStroySnab LLC, 10, Chapaeva str., Kulikovka settl.,
Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(8342)255-677,
e-mail: betonstroysnab@bk.ru
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INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
POTAPOV VLADIMIR

PETROVICH
Oktyabrskaya str.,
 Atyashevo settl., Atyashevo Region,
Republic of Mordovia, 431806
+ 7 927 642 64 01
potapov.vladimir.petrovich@mail.ru

Maufacturer of high quality paving bricks

Tel.: + 7 927 642 64 01

The product range includes 
paving bricks (25*25, 30*30, 40*40, 50*50), 

borders, planters, garden figures
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VALIAN LLC

33, Grazhdanskaya str., Atyashevo settl.,
Atyashevo Region, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431800
+7 917 695 08 88
ooovalian@yandex.ru
ooovalian.ru

Manufacturer of sand polymer paving
bricks. The bricks are resistant to abrasion,

high mechanical stress, oils and acidic
liquids and feature hardness and durability.

Over 30 years of durability.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 917 695 08 88

Paving bricks
Size: 330*330*30 mm

Weight: 4 kg
Pieces per 1 m2 - 9 pcs.
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Border
Size: 500*250*55 mm

Weight: 6 kg
 

Trench drain
Size: 500*200*55 mm

Weight: 6 kg
 



PAVING BRICKS AND STONES

Trade and Production Complex LLC, 28,
Krasnoarmeyskaya str., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(8342)293-694, e-mail: tpk13@list.ru
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Kamtech LLC, 15, Severo-Vostochnoye sh., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(917)0055665, e-mail: kamtehrm@mail.ru, 
web: kamtex-saransk.business.site

Eurodecor LLC, 91, Lenina pr-kt, Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(953)0303407,
e-mail: pked1@mail.ru, web: pked.ru

Malaya arkhitektura LLC, 9c, 2-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, RM. Tel.: +7(8342)310-001, web: baza-zbi.ru



CEMENT TYPES:
•Under GOST 31108-2020:CEM I 52.5N - portland cement CEM type I, 52.5 strength

class, normal-strength
•CEM I 42.5N - portland cement CEM I, 42.5 strength class, normal-strength

•CEM II/А-P 42.5N - portland cement CEM II, subtype А, with 6%-20% pozzolan (P),
42.5 strength class, normal-strength

•ЦЕМ II/А-P 32.5N - portland cement CEM II type, subtype А, with 6%-20% pozzolan
(P), 32.5 strength class, normal-strength

•Under GOST R 55224-2020:CEM I 42.5N ZhI - portland cement CEM I, 42.5N
strength class, for reinforced concrete products and ZhI bridge structures

•Under GOST 33174-2014:CEM I 42.5N DP - portland cement for DP paving concrete,
CEM I type, 42.5 strength class, normal-strength

•Under GOST 22266-2013:CEM I 42.5 N SS - sulfate-resistant portland cement, 42.5
strength class, normal-strength

 

Industrial site, Komsomolskiy industrial
community, Chamzinka Region,
Republic of Mordovia, 431720
+7 (83437)3-04-00
morcem@eurocem.ru
eurocement.ru

Mordovcement Plant manufactures the
widest range of high quality products. The
plant has its own QCX robotized laboratory

by FLSmidth which guarantees the high
quality control over the process, expeditious
and accurate analysis, excludes the human
factor from findings and ensures stability

and high quality of products. Mordovcement
is a member of CEMROS JSC group.

 

MORDOVCEMENT JSC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Local manger: +7 (83437)3-06-24, +7 937 677 63 02
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27, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 (8342)271-021
info@tri-c.ru
tri-c.ru

TRI-S LLC plant is one of the leading
manufacturers of dry building mixes in the

Volga Federal District. Today the plant's
product range includes numerous highly

modified mixes.

TRI-S LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Marketing and Sales Department: 
+7 (8342)271-021, 271-076, 271-107

Adhesive plaster 

Gypsum plaster Universal sand-cement mix Tile adhesive

Cement plaster
Finishing white 

polymer filler
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MAGMA Group is a vertically-integrated
production and distribution group

specializing in extraction of minerals,
manufacturing and sales of construction
and finishing materials. MAGMA Group
includes own mining companies and a
plant that manufactures high quality
construction and finishing materials. 

 

Gypsum wall board

28, Promyshlennaya str.,
Komsomolskiy industrial community,
Chamzinka Region, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431720
+7 800 222 3315
info@magma-gips.ru
magma-td.ru

MAGMA LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 800 222 3315

Water-repellent gypsum
partition block

Gypsum partition block

Gypsum plaster mixes Molding plaster
 

Gypsum filling mixes
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Astrom LLC is a manufacturer of feeding
calcium lime and lime dust

Atemar settl., Lyambir Region, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431524

+7 (83441)3-41-17
astrom@bk.ru

ATEMAR CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS LLC

Tel.: +7 (83441)3-41-17

Lime
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Institutions within jurisdiction of the
Directorate of the Federal Penitentiary
Service of Russia for the Republic of

Mordovia have the work clothing making
sites.

 

12, Kosareva str., Yavas settlement,
Zubova Polyana Region, Republic of
Mordovia, 431160
+7 (83457) 227-04
ufsinrm@yandex.ru

DIRECTORATE OF THE FEDERAL
PENITENTIARY SERVICE OF RUSSIA
FOR THE REPUBLIC OF MORDOVIA

Tel.: +7 (83457) 227-04
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Workwear
Composition: 80% polyester, 20 % cotton

 

Workwear
Protection from cold, polyester batting

 



INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
SHIRYAEV ALEKSANDR

SERGEEVICH
34, Evsevyeva str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430007

+7 963 147 14 98
info@tosan.ru
tosan.ru, sproots.ru

TOSAN GROUP is a Saransk manufacturer
of garment under own trade marks and

customer specifications. The main
products of the company include sport
outfit, bags and backpacks, jersey and

garment. The product range includes over
200 items.

Bags and backpacks in
different models

Sales Department: +7 963 147 14 98

Sport weights from 
100 g to 8 kg

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Sleeping bags for all
seasons

Sauna suits for weight loss
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Balaclavas, wrap scarves,
hats, gloves



VOLKOT LLC

101 B, Aleksandra Nevskogo str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia, 430004

+7 (8342)340-088
volkotreg13@gmail.com
volkot.com

VOLKOT is a manufacturer and designer
of civil and military apparel. Tailoring with

the use of own or customer-owned
materials is available.

Tailoring with the use of own or
customer-owned materials is

available.

Marketing and Sales Department: 
+7 (8342)271-021, 271-076, 271-107

Civil apparel Snowsuits, jackets, 
etc. - B&L

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Military sector. Direct contracting
and tender participation
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Body armors of various
modifications



Республика Мордовия, г. ,
Саранск, ул. А.Невского, д. 64,
офис 209
+7 9

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
GERASIMOVA IRINA
ALEKSANDROVNA

Arianna.sew sewing studio manufactures
garment for adults and children, bedclothing,

home textiles, workwear and uniform. Product
range: from underwear to outwear. Both

individual and group orders.

-workwear
-uniform

-womenswear
-children wear
-bedclothing

-home and hotel textiles
-machine embroidery

 
 

Sales Department: +7 927 644 17 51

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices
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64, office 209, A. Nevskogo str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430027
+7 927 644 17 51
ariannasew@mail.ru

mailto:info@tosan.ru


Республика Мордовия, г. ,
Саранск, ул. А.Невского, д. 64,
офис 209
+7 9

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
DUDOROVA NATALIA

NIKOLAEVNA
 Remont Odezhdy tailor shop manufactures

school uniform for girls. School uniform for girls
 

School uniform for girls
 

Tel.: +7 902 667 90 26
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142, Baykuzova str., Ruzaevka,
Republic of Mordovia, 431449

+7 902 667 90 26

mailto:info@tosan.ru


Республика Мордовия, г. ,
Саранск, ул. А.Невского, д. 64,
офис 209
+7 9

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
BAYMAKOVA ANASTASIA

ALEKSANDROVNA
Tailor shop manufactures and sells womenswear

online. ТМ BAZA by baima.
 

Womenswear
 

Тел.: +7 927 184 20 99
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19, Leningradskaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430012
+7 927 184 20 99
nesti.baima@yandex.ru

mailto:info@tosan.ru


GARMENT INDUSTRY. OTHER

Mordovskie uzory LLC manufactures and sells national
costumes, school uniform, etc.
101b, A. Nevskogo str., Saransk, RM,
Tel.: +7(8342)35-69-49, e-mail: antiadm@yandex.ru

Ruzaevskiy trikotazh LLC manufactures and sells jersey
garment, bedclothing, etc.
23, Petrova str., Ruzaevka, RM,
Tel.: +79603308915, e-mail: voda2775@mail.ru

Ruzaevka Garment Factory-RV LLC manufactures and
sells jersey garment, etc.
4, Privokzalnaya sq., Ruzaevka, RM,
Tel.: +79063784054, e-mail: ruz_fabrika_rv@mail.ru

Krasnoslobodsk Spinning and Weaving Factory LLC
manufactures and sells blankets and wraps
6, Sovetskaya square, Krasnoslobodsk, RM,
Tel.: +7(968)433-59-15, e-mail: ezrti@yandex.ru, 
web: https://pled-rus.ru/
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Mitex LLC manufactures and sells hiking outfit, ear-
flaps hats, vests, sleeping bags, balaclavas,
sweatshirts, etc.
2, Dachnaya str., Saransk, RM,
Tel.: +79276433160, e-mail: Miteks13@mail.ru

Individual Entrepreneur Napalkova Olga Aleksandrovna
(Katrin TM) manufactures and sells womenswear.
32, Vasenko str., Saransk, RM,
Tel.: +79093272171, e-mail: info@katrinstyle.com, 
web: katrinstyle.com

mailto:ezrti@yandex.ru
mailto:info@katrinstyle.com


GARMENT INDUSTRY. WORKWEAR

Ruzaevka Garment Factory LLC
21, Perekhodnaya str., Ruzaevka, RM, 
Tel.: +7(83451)667-84, e-mail: ruzshvf@mail.ru

PK Victoria LLC
34, Evsevyeva str., Saransk, RM, 
e-mail: vik13rm@mail.ru

Temnikov Garment Factory LLC
27, Internatsyonalnaya str., Temnikov, Temnikov
Region, RM, Tel.: +7(83445)260-13

Serebryanaya nit LLC
188, Sadovaya str., Lukhovka industrial community,
Saransk, RM, +7(8342)482-019, 
e-mail: st-saransk@inbox.ru
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75, Bogdana Khmelnitskogo str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia, 430011

+7 926 425 42 92
Petrunin-m-s@mail.ru
stitchshoes.ru

Manufacturer of handmade men's footwear
under STITCH brand.

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
PETRUNIN MAKSIM SERGEEVICH

Tel.: +7 926 425 42 92
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STITCH handmade men's footwear
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



9/1, Vasenko str., Saransk, Republic of
Mordovia, 430030

+7 910 013 17 99
pavelserebryakovmsk@gmail.com
caracalcraft.ru

Manufacturer of genuine leather products:
camera bandoliers, notebooks, charms,

document covers, etc.

INDIVIDUAL ENTREPRENEUR
SEREBRYAKOV PAVEL

IUREVICH

Tel.: +7 910 013 17 99
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Genuine leather products.
Customer logo or any other text can be inscribed

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices



10A, 2-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 (8342)270-030
sales@emplast.ru
emplast.ru

EM-PLAST LLC is the only plant in Russia
for the production of 5-layer polyolefin
shrink film and stretch food wrap. Our
products comply with the international
packing quality and safety standards.

EM-PLAST LLC

Sales Department: +7 (8342)270-030

Waste bags

Shrink polyolefin film

Shoe covers

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Stretch food film
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Tel.: +7 (8342)380-413

Delivery-suction PVC hoses are a modern
effective solution for ergonomic and

functional pipeline systems for different
substances.

Different purpose hoses: industrial hoses
for water, gas, mineral oils, welding,

abrasive, food products, steam and hot
water, watering; hydraulic high pressure

hoses.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Over 10 thousand items of moulded
and non-moulded rubber products
(rings, gaskets, dampers, inserts,

linings, tubes, cords), technical plates,
rubber mixes for various sectors and

areas of application.

15, Severo-Vostochnoye sh.,
Oktyabrskiy District, Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430031
+7 (8342)380-413
saransk@rubexgroup.ru
rubexgroup.ru

Saransky Zavod Rezinotekhnika
manufactures industrial and hydraulic

hoses, technical plates, moulded and non-
moulded rubber products, garden hoses and

commercial rubber. The products
manufactured by the plant are used in all

industry sectors. The product range
includes over 10 000 items.

SARANSKY ZAVOD
REZINOTEKHNIKA OJSC
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18a, 2-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006, Russia
+7 (8342)270-207
info@avalon.su
avalon.su

The main activity of the company is
manufacturing of adhesive (sticky) tapes

for industrial, domestic and office use. The
company is a manufacturer of a unique

adhesive tape under Avalon brand which
currently has no analogues in Russia.

AVALON-S LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)270-207

Packing strapping
tapes

Special tapes

Adhesive tape

Stretch film 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Packing tools

Cardboard tube
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• glass tape;
• twilled tape;

 • woven roving fabric;

68, Sovetskaya 
 str., Insar, Insar Region, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431430
+7 (3449)2-10-82
steclolenta@mail.ru
lenta8marta.com

Weaving Factory Lenta named after 8
March LLC is a tape weaving factory that

manufactures industrial products,
particularly glass tape.

 

WEAVING FACTORY LENTA NAMED
AFTER 8 MARCH LLC

Tel.: +7 (3449)2-10-82

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices
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19, 1-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430034
+7 927 274 19 89
zagotov-rf@mail.ru

Specialized full-cycle company recycling
polymer industrial and domestic plastic waste

into secondary granules. Manufacturing of
secondary polyethylene and polypropylene
granules of stable high quality. Recycling of

engineering plastics and provision of technical
services for polymer compounds.

 

Tel.: +7 927 274 19 89

RECYCLING FIRM - ZAGOTOVITEL
LLC

Secondary linear polyethylene high-pressure
low-density stretch granule
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Secondary polyethylene high-pressure low-
density granule



12, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 902 233 14 92
gazoplazma@gmail.com
gazoplazma.com

The company manufactures high strength
plastic products using the 3D printing method.
Piece and serial work, spare parts and details

for any industry sector, service type and area of
life. 

Tel.: +7 902 233 14 92

GAZOPLAZMA/INDIVIDUAL
ENTREPRENEUR GALAEV V.V.

Prompt customized 3D printing with quality warranty for your professional
or everyday needs.

Manufacturing of any type of import-substituting components or spare
parts is available.
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32, Vasenko str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430030

+7 927 191 89, +7 927 275 94 30
info@delta3d.ru
delta3d.ru

DELTA 3D is an additive technology center. The
company manufactures high strength plastic

products using the 3D printing and casting
method and provides the 3D modeling and

design services.
Manufacturing of serial products, spare parts
and details for any industry sector and area of

life.

DELTA 3D LLC

Serial manufacturing of
plastic products using

the 3D printing and
casting in any amount.

 
 

Manufacturing of cases,
case-shaped parts of

instruments and
mechanisms.

Restoration of damaged
elements.

3D modeling, 3D
scanning, 3D

visualization services.
Design works, drafting.

Manufacturing of interior
design items, art objects,
sculptures, architectural
compositions, souvenirs,

gifts, etc.

Manufacturing of gears,
inserts, nozzles, gear

wheels, pushers, bearing
shells and other plastic

elements of mechanisms for
industrial machinery, motor

vehicles, agricultural
machinery, etc.

 
 

Manufacturing of
prototypes, mockups, test
samples, master models

of future products.
 

Tel.: +7 927 191 01 89, +7 927 275 94-30

mailto:info@delta3d.ru


13, Lodygina str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342)333-688
info@rusfiber.ru
rusfiber.ru

The first and only Russian factory of optical
fiber production. Optic Fiber Systems JSC

produces telecommunication optical fibers
and provides services on optical fiber

coloring and the application of ring marks
"Ringmarking".

OPTIC FIBER SYSTEMS JSC

Sales Department: +7 (8342)333-688

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

G652D - standard single-mode optical fiber with low water peak, first domestic optical fiber on
the Russian market. This optical fiber is used into trunk cables for communication systems,

electrical energy industry, as well as into ground wires.
G657A1/G652D - single-mode optical fiber with low water peak (hybride) is a fiber with a

reduced sensitivity to bends.
G657A1/G652D ALPHA - single- mode optical fiber with low water peak (hybrid with advanced

characteristics).
2% high-tensile fiber - standard single-mode optical fiber with low water peak for

communication systems with 2% tension.
Fiber with 200 μm diameter - standard single-mode optical fiber with low water peak for

communication systems with 200 μm diameter provides high density of fiber in cable due to
reduced 200 μm diameter of protective coating.

G654.E - advanced pure silica core single-mode optical fiber with low transmission losses over
long distances for the construction of high-performance optical telecommunications networks

such as terrestrial long-distance communication systems and submarine trunk cables with
optical amplifiers.
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3D, bld. 1, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 (8342)473-813
optic@sarko.ru
sarko.ru

The company is among three Russian
leaders in the production of optical fiber

cables used in trunk and intraareal
communication networks and LAN cables

for structured cabling systems. The
company manufactures and was the first
manufacturer of optical cables mounted

into ground wires in Russia. The company
has great production capacities for

manufacturing of A and AS uninsulated
wires for power lines.

 

SARANSKKABEL-OPTICA LLC

OKGT-s. Optical cable
mounted into ground wire.

OKK. Self-supporting
nonmetallic optical

communication cable.

Sales Department: +7 (8342)473-813

ОКV-R. Cable for vertical indoor
laying buildings between

floors.

SIP-3/VOK.
Self-supporting insulated wire

bundled with optical cable.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

OKB.
Cable for ground laying.

Plane-oval welded tube for
general technical use in the
machine-building industry.
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10A, 2-ya Promyshlennaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 800 100 99 44
mail@emcable.ru
emcable.ru

EM-CABLE is a modern actively developing
manufacturer of cable and wire products.

The strategic consumers of the company's
products are mainly companies of the

energy, including nuclear, machine-building,
metallurgy, railway, construction, oil and gas

sectors both in Russia and abroad.

EM-CABLE LLC

Tel.: +7 800 100 99 44

Plastic-insulated
POWER CABLES for
voltage up to 6 kV.

FLEXIBLE CABLES AND
WIRES, flexibility up to

class 6, for voltage up to
1 kV.

SELF-SUPPORTING
INSULATED WIRES

XLPE-insulated POWER
CABLES for voltage up to

110 kV.

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Ehylene propylene rubber
(EPREM) insulated POWER

CABLES for voltage up to 35
kV.

UNINSULATED WIRES,
including innovative ASP,
ASPk, ASPT, ASPTk and

other wires.
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3, Stroitelnaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430001

+7 (8342)777-667
crm@saranskkabel.ru
saranskkabel.ru

Saranskkabel LLC is one of the leading
cable manufacturers and regularly expands

its product range used in many industry
sectors.

 

SARANSKKABEL LLC

Power cables

Cables for alarm and locking
systems

Sales Service: +7 (8342)777-667, ext. 356, 444

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Communication
cables

Control cables
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22, Aleksandrovskoye sh., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 (8342)291-619
post@zvetlit.ru
zvetlit.ru

KZ ZVETLIT LLC is a modern manufacturer
of cabling and wiring products. The

company manufactures self-supporting
insulated wires, power PVC insulated cables,

low fire hazard cables and wires, flame
retardant power cables, power armoured

cable, PVC insulated connecting wires, etc.

KZ ZVETLIT LLC 

Low fire hazard power
cables

Self-supporting
insulated wires

Sales Service Manager: +7 (8342)546-630

Wires for electric
plants

Rubber-insulated flexible
power cables

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Power cables

Flame retardant
power cables
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• power cables (VVG, VVGnG);
• electric wires (PVS, PUGV);

• connecting wires (PUV, PUGV);
• heating wires (PNSV, PTPZh);
• 1.1mm to 2.2mm copper wire;
• HDPE technical pipes (PND).

1, office 215, Stroitelnaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430001
+7 (8342)546-303
info@kztitan.ru
kztitan.ru

Cable Plant Titan LLC is a manufacturer of
VVG power cables and PVS connecting
wires. The product range consists of 24
product items and 130 standard sizes.

CABLE PLANT TITAN LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)546-303

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices
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Tel.: +7 (83437)3-01-36

Pressure and non-pressure
chrysotile cement pipes

Corrugated chrysotile cement
sheets

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Fiber cement boards

Flat chrysotile cement sheets

Industrial site, Komsomolskiy
 industrial community, Chamzinka
Region, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431720
+7 (83437)3-01-36
info@lato.ru lato.ru

The company manufactures chrysotile
cement products and fiber cement boards.

All products are manufactured in
accordance with GOST 31416-2009, 30340-

2012, 18124-2012, Spec. 5786-044-
00281708-2013, 5781-024-00281708—2013,

5781-040-00281708-2013, 5700-035-
00281708-2010 and approved for

construction use in the territory of the
Russian Federation.

LATO JSC 157



Tel.: +7 (812)628-28-38

Decorative wall panels
 

Fiber cement panels for outdoor facade
decoration

 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

39C, Radishcheva str., Saint-
Petersburg, 191123 Manufacturing
site in the Ardatov Region of the
Republic of Mordovia.
8 800 333 99 83
spb@vio-let.ru   vio-let.ru

Violet company manufactures and sells
decorative wall, facade and ceiling

panels, office partitions and other home
improvement and finishing products.

VIOLET LLC 158

https://vio-let.ru/about/#
https://vio-let.ru/about/#
https://vio-let.ru/about/#
https://vio-let.ru/about/#
https://vio-let.ru/about/#


Paper sacks and bags
 

12, Zhelyabova str., Kovylkino,
Republic of Mordovia, 431350

+7 (83453)2-02-80
irina.drigert@kpk.com.ru
kraftproduction.ru

Kovylkino craft production (KPK) is an
actively developing company in the

Republic of Mordovia that manufactures
paper sacks and provides paper packing

services.

CRAFT-PROIZVODSTVO LLC

Тel.: +7 (83453)2-02-80

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices
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6A, Studencheskaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430007

+7 (8342)325-922
koravit@yandex.ru
grimak.ru

Gri-Mak LLC has been successfully
operating for over 25 years in three main

areas:
1.    Manufacture of paper bags;

2.    Rye malt production;
Farming a unique product, African catfish.

GRI-MAK LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)325-922

Paper bags
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices
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61, Rabochaya str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430005

+7 (8342)246-088
iskravos-saransk@yandex.ru
iskravos.ru

Mordovian Enterprise Iskra LLC
manufacturers any packaging from

corrugated cardboard on the modern
cartoning equipment, including lined and

flexoprint corrugated cardboard packaging,
lined micro corrugated cardboard packaging

with full-colour printing, as well as
electrotechnical and plastic products.

MORDOVIAN
ENTERPRISE ISKRA LLC

Sales Department: +7 (8342)246-088

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices
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-Products of complex carving (trays, pallets, self-erecting boxes)
-Lined micro corrugated cardboard packaging with full-color offset printing

-Triplex corrugated cardboard sheets, S type
-Duplex corrugated cardboard in a roll

-Corrugated cardboard boxes with two-color flexoprinting, etc.
 



SMILE 10 egg carton SMILE 15 egg carton
 

7, Ichalkovskoye sh., Romodanovo
settl., Romodanovo Region,
Republic of Mordovia, 431602
+7 (83438)2-12-64
super.evropak2012@yandex.ru
euro-pc.ru

Europack LLC manufactures egg cartons
made from pressed cellulose pulp and is

considered by customers as a reliable
supplier.

EUROPACK LLC

Tel.: +7 (83438)2-12-64

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices
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CARDBOARD TARE AND PACKING

Upaktara LLC, 14, Aleksandrovskoye sh., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(8342) 29-36-63,
e-mail: ooomvk@rambler.ru

Volgapak LLC, 8, Osipenko str., Saransk, RM.
Tel.: +7(8342)270-356, e-mail: volgapak.13@mail.ru
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Gofroupakovka LLC, 11, 2-ya Promyshlennayastr.,
Saransk, RM. Tel.: +7(8342)333-879,
e-mail: p.karton@yandex.ru



Sales Department: +7 (8342)294-912

Wired mineral wool mats

Mineral wool boards PM-40,
PP-60, PP-8

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Reinforced wired mineral wool
mats

 

Mineral wool boards PPZh-160

3, Severo-Vostochnoye sh.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 (8342)294-456
sovelitnew@mail.ru
teplomaximum.ru

The plant manufactures mineral wool
thermal insulating materials based on

mineral rocks, mineral wool boards,
wired construction mats, etc.

INTEGRATED THERMAL INSULATION
PLANT LL 164



30, Shkolnaya 
str., Paevo settl., Kadoshkino Region,
Republic of Mordovia, 431902
+7 (83448)2-30-63
info@izolain.ru
izolain.ru

The main activity of the company is
manufacturing of PEF-based thermal

insulating products, wind- and moisture-
proof and steam-tight films from woven and

nonwoven fabrics.
 
 

IZOLAIN LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (83448)2-30-63

PEF bands are a kind of a tubular cover without
inner longitudinal section. This is the best solution
for thermal insulation and filling of holes in panel,

brick and log walls.

Izolain LM is a two-layer material consisting of a
PEF layer and metalized lavsan film. It has

improved heat-reflecting, sound-proof, steam-
and moisture-proof properties.

Mats are a multilayered PEF insulating material.
The mats are 15-50 mm thick and have improved

heat-, sound-, moisture- and shock-proof
properties used for construction, finishing, as well

as sport and play spaces.

Tubular covers are a PEF heat and sound
insulating material. Effective protection of pipes

from corrosion, ambient impact and
temperature differences..
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3, Aleksandrovskoye shosse, Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430006

+7 987 010 24 69
Ole-color@list.ru
Ole-color.ru

Olecolor company has been manufacturing
and supplying EPS foam since 2013. The

main product is expanded foam with
density of 14 kg/m3 – 30 kg/m3. It is used

as a thermal insulating and structural
material.

GOST 15588-2014.
 

OLECOLOR LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 987 010 24 69

EPS foam (expanded foam)
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1, Stroitelnaya str., Chamzinka industrial
community, Chamzinka Region,
Republic of Mordovia, 431700
+7 (800) 700-31-01
a.artemov@saransk.ms31.ru
ms31.ru

Mosstroy-31 Group supports and promotes
innovative energy-saving technologies,

particularly it manifactures thermal
insulating materials for preservation of the

energy resources.

MOSSTROY-31 POVOLZHYE
LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (800) 700-31-01, +7 (83437)23-441

EPS foam (expanded foam)
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2, Zavodskaya str., Insar, 
Republic of Mordovia, 431430

+7 (8344)922-273
info@mpz-insar.ru
mpz-insar.ru

Mordovian hemp plants manufacture
natural insulant, nonwoven fabric made
from hemp fiber, hemp fiber and bullen

under FeelRight brand.

MORDOVIAN HEMP 
PLANTS LLC

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Tel.: +7 (8344)922-273

Bullen, moisture 10%, size 1-10 cm For construction, animal breeding and gardening.
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Hemp fiber, short, GOST 9993-74, foreign matter content 6.5%, moisture 13.4%. Packed in
50x50x120 cm bales, steel wired. Bale weight - about 95 kg For manufacturing of cordage,

technical fabrics, non-woven and thermal insulating materials, upholstery or mattress stuffing
 



SARANSK OXYGEN
COMPANY LLC

8 A, bld. 2, Aleksandrovskoye sh.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 (8342)294-572
privet-skk@mail.ru
skk13.ru

Saransk Oxygen Company LLC offers a
comprehensive solution for industrial gas

and oxygen supply.
The company manufactures industrial and

medical gases. Having accumulated a
unique experience on the market of the
Republic of Mordovia and neighbouring
regions, SOC offers comprehensive gas

supply solutions to various industrial
companies.

Tel.: +7 (8342)294-572

The product range includes various items.
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices
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47, bld. 7, Kooperativnaya str.,
Saransk, Republic of Mordovia,
430006
+7 (8342)293-598
kislorod@moris.ru
кислород-рм.рф

IFE Kislorod LLC manufactures industrial
and medical gases using the low-

temperature rectification technology. The
quality assurance system, which also

involves quality control, has been adopted
by the company in order to comply with the

product safety standards.

INTER-FARM ENTERPRISE
KISLOROD LLC

Tel.: +7 (8342)293-677

Industrial oxygen (GOST
5583-78)

Carbon dioxide
(carbon dioxide gas)

 (GOST 8050-85)

Nitrogen gas (GOST
9293-74)

Argon (GOST
10157-79)

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Acetylene (GOST
5457-75)
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22, office 47, Stanislavskogo str.,
Ruzaevka, Republic of Mordovia,
431448
8 963 147 22 62
razvitye2019@mail.ru
glassdecor.ru

The plant manufactures beer bottles, tare
for various alcoholic drinks and mineral

water, clear glass jars. The plant has two
glass furnaces: No. 1 with the capacity of
200 t/day and No. 2 with the capacity of
220 t/day, which allows to manufacture

310 glass items a year.
 

GLASS COMPANY
RAZVITIE LLC

Tel.: +7 963 147 22 62

Glass bottles are designed for soft and
alcoholic drinks, juices, sauces, vegetable
oils and many other liquid products. They
differs in their purpose, original shapes,
sizes and volume. They are designed for
long-term storage and transportation of

liquids.
 

Use QR code to go to the
manufacturer's website

for a full product
catalogue with prices

Glass bottles represent one of the most
common types of packaging for food

product. Glass canning jars have standard
litre capacity from 450 ml to 1 l. Smaller

volume tare, 90 to 200 ml, is manufactured
for caviar, honey, coffee and other elite

groceries
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Spherical lenses

3, office 317, Lodygina str., Saransk,
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 906 379 75 55
crystal.optics.llc@gmail.com

Manufacturing of spherical and
aspherical lenses, prisms, optical filters,

protective glasses and mirrors and
optical coatings.

CRYSTAL OPTICS LLC

Tel.: +7 906 379 75 55
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Aspherical lenses Optical filters

Prisms Protective glasses Optical and protective
coatings



3, Lodygina str., Saransk, 
Republic of Mordovia, 430034

+7 927 275 47 21
kargapolov@cnnrm.ru

SmartCity LLC is an innovative technology
company. Designer of a hardware and

software package for municipal solid waste
accumulation and removal control on the

basis of NB-IoT
 

SMARTCITY LLC

Tel.: +7 927 275 47 21
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The system controls fulness of containers and
disposal of municipal solid waste using a microwave

radar sensor and the NB-IoT technology.
 




